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Abstract
In this report the knowledge transfer process between knowledge institutes and SMEs I is
researched and described. This report consists of three parts in which the academie literature will
be reviewed (part I), the research questions and methodology will be described (part II), and the
results and concluding remarks will be communicated (part III).

Part I: Literatllre Review
The current developments in literature with respect to the research area of open innovation and
knowledge management will be discussed in this part. Both these areas receive increasing
attention over the past few years in theory and practice. Apparently, there is an important gap in
this field of literature which is becoming evident on a European and maybe even global level.
This gap is the application of open innovation in SMEs, especially the cooperation between
SMEs and knowledge institutes. Academie research on public - private relationships exists and
is discussed in this report. The role of a knowledge broker/ intermediary seems necessary in
these kinds of relationships and is therefore described and discussed. Furthermore, some research
on the knowledge transfer process between Dutch knowledge institutes and SMEs is highlighted
and will serve as a basis for the main research question. The conceptual model at the end of this
part displays the situation and the most important actors in this research.

Part 11: Research MethodoloflV
This part starts with the objective ofthis research and the main research question:

Why is the current knowledge transfer process hetween SMEs and puhlic knowledge institutes
not going weil and how can this process he improved?

To answer this question several sub questions are drafted which will be described briefly. The
case companies (United Brains and Syntens) are introduced and their role as a knowledge broker/
intermediary in this situation is explained. United Brains is the most engaged in this knowledge
transfer process and hence serves as the main company during this research.

After formulating the propositions into the three categories (l) process/ content, (2)
communication, and (3) organization, the limitations of the research are described. Some
limitations are the following:

only the Dutch market is included;
only companies that have contacted United Brains before are included;
the distribution of companies is a bit skewed as the network of United Brains is centered
in the Eindhoven area.

The five involved actors during the research are: the account managers from United Brains, the
specialists from the knowledge institutes, the innovation advisors from Syntens, people from
other knowledge institutes, and the SMEs that pose a knowledge question and would like to
cooperate with a specialist from a knowledge institute. The flrst four actors are interviewed by

I Smal! and Medium-sized Enterprises: "Enterprises which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an
annual turnover not exceeding 50 mil/ion euro. andlor an annual balance sheet total not exceeding 43 million euro"
(European Commission, 2005, p.S)
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fonnulating questions using the three categories process/ content, communication, and
organization and the SMEs are approached by mean of a questionnaire. For every actor the
interview questions are slightly adapted because they perfonn different roles that ask for
different questions. The results ofthe interviews will serve as a point ofreference and are used as
input for the questionnaire.

The results of the questionnaire are the most important because this represents the needs and
desires of the SMEs, which are the customers in this process, and United Brains and Syntens can
comply with these needs.

Part IJl: Research Results. lmprovements. and Conclusions
The results of the interviews are presented per actor and again divided in the three categories.
The most important findings are the following: the cooperation process is complicated by the
many differences between researcher and entrepreneur, lack of time or capacity, and the absence
of rewards are problems when searching for a specialist to engage in a project. However, the
positive findings are that United Brains is doing a good job and that this initiative should be
supported in the future.

With the results of the questionnaire the propositions can be tested. Many propositions are
confinned and do not need additional explanation. However, some propositions are not
confinned and hence an explanation is required. It was expected that especially complementary
knowledge was needed by the SMEs although it appeared that both complementary as weU as
supplementary knowledge was needed. The explanation can be found in the demographic factors
of the high-tech area of Eindhoven where many high-tech specialists need supplementary rather
than complementary knowiedge.

In addition to the propositions, also various groups are analyzed by splitting certain variables like
innovativeness, experience, type of knowiedge, type of company, and type of knowledge
institute. This exploratory approach offers some other interesting findings which can be used in
this research or may serve as directions for future research. Finally, some interesting results of
the open-questions in the questionnaire are described and used as a basis for a re-design model.

From the results from the interviews and the questionnaire some specific implications can be
derived which are used to detennine the aspects ofthe knowledge transfer process that need to be
improved. According to this research the point of improvements are the following:

stress the importance for the first phase of cooperation;
stress the importance ofthe first cooperation with a knowledge institute;
emphasize the intermediary's role and its boundaries;
discriminate between companies looking for supplementary/ complementary knowiedge;
find the right person and knowledge institute faster;
clarify the available knowledge within the knowledge institutes.

The first four aspects are dealt with in the re-design model. In this re-design model, the current
process of United Brains is adapted to increase the effectiveness of the knowledge transfer
process. The most important differences with the current model are the distinction between
'normal ' projects and 'difficult' projects, better communication towards the SMEs, and adding a
structured evaluation process.
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Introduction
Innovation is an increasingly heard term in academie literature and companies over the past
decades. As Schumpeter (1942) was the first who recognized that "the process of Creative
Destruction is the essential fact about capitalism [sinceJ it is not price competition which counts
but the competition from New Combinations of technology. This competition strikes not at the
margins of projits of existing jirms but at their foundations and their very lives" (p.83-84). In
other words, if companies do not innovate they will loose their position and eventually go
bankrupt.

Nowadays businesses are characterized by a turbulent environment with fast-moving (but also
time-consuming) projects which uncovers the need for partnering with other companies.
According to Lazonick (1991) the economy as we know it is no longer a market- or organization
economy, but a network economy in which collaboration is needed to survive. Collaboration or
cooperation between two or more companies is extensively described in the alliance literature,
however, O'Owyer and O'Flynn (2005) point out that the diversity of alliances increases and the
need for heterogeneous cooperation arises. In literature, two important causes for the growing
heterogeneous cooperation are described. The first is business globalization (Alvarez and
Bamey, 200 I; Todeva and Knoke, 2005) and the second is the transition from a material based
economy to a knowledge based economy (Contractor and Lorange, 2002).

The cooperation between SMEs and public knowledge institutes is one type of heterogeneous
cooperation which is underexposed in literature and hence interesting and challenging to
research. The bigger companies are already extensively engaged in partnerships or research
projects with universities and need no further research. However, the SMEs have little
experience in this kind of heterogeneous cooperation and do need some help and guidance to
successfully engage in such cooperation. The whole field of cooperating with several partners
and realizing an open view for the company is embedded in the theory of open innovation. This
theory claims that companies should not only invest in their intemal R&02 processes but also
should look outside their organization for opportunities to cooperate, invest or sell in order to
maximize profits. However, there is very little research on the application of open innovation in
SMEs.

The reason that scholars predominantly discuss innovation and open innovation practices in large
established companies can be explained by the presence of resources and the knowledge to deal
with the theories and methods of successful innovation that smaller companies lack. Also in the
book of Chesbrough (2003a) open innovation is mainly applied to large companies. This is,
however, a distorted image of the businesses in an area as SMEs do not have all these
requirements but form an essential piece of any national economy (Chen et al., 2006; Oesouza
and Awazu, 2006). A Outch annual report about SMEs (MKB-Nederland, 2006) supports this
proposition by concluding that 99,7% of the of all Outch companies consists of SMEs.
Moreover, these SMEs account for 59% of the total Outch employment and surpass large
companies in total turnover (58%), sales (54%), and profit (60%). Further SME statistics can be
seen in Appendix 1.

2 Research & Development
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The SMEs are also willing to join this innovative climate of the bigger companies since they are
eager to compete in the same industries. By cooperating with other companies, research institutes
and other knowledge suppliers, the smaller companies can indeed compete with the big players
in the industry.

However, the R&D in The Netherlands is still being dominated by the bigger companies as 73%
of the R&D expenditures is realized by 12% of the companies with more than 250 employees
(CBS, 2007). In spite of these statistics, the R&D activities of the SMEs in the last decennium
increased more than their bigger counterparts. As aresult, the R&D expenditures of the SMEs
have tripled compared to the total amount of R&D expenditures in The Netherlands between
1995 and 2005 (CBS, 2007). Hence, the SMEs are becoming more important for the national
economy of The Netherlands and have to be fostered in order to maintain and improve this
positive trend. Therefore it is time to involve the SMEs in the open innovation literature by
beginning to research the cooperation (and knowledge transfer) between public knowledge
institutes and SMEs. Namely, it is claimed that there are some imperfections in this relationship
that complicate and affect the end result. Hence the research question is:

Why is the current knowledge transfer process between SMEs and public
knowledge inslitutes not going weil and hOM! can this process he improved?

Before jumping into this research question, the literature concerning open innovation, knowledge
management (KM), and especially cooperation between SMEs and knowledge institutes will be
addressed. By assuring asolid theoretical basis in the first part of this report the research
methodology can be described in part Il. The research question will be extracted into several sub
questions that will be answered in this master thesis project. Since answering these questions for
all Dutch SMEs is not feasible a case study is selected. Also the research design, research
approach, and planning are dealt with to structure the research as good as possible. Eventually in
part III, the results of the research will be discussed and its implications will serve as a basis for
the re-design model. This re-design model is a first step in the right direction to improve the
cooperation between SMEs and knowledge institutes in the Netherlands.

- 2 -



PART I: Literature Review
In this literature review, the current developments in literature with respect to the research area
of open innovation and knowledge management are discussed. First, the area of open innovation
will be examined along with the causes for moving to an open innovation approach. After that,
the field of KM is described as it is a critical part within the open innovation literature. It appears
that there is an important gap in this field of literature which is becoming evident on a European
and maybe even global level. This gap is the application of open innovation in SMEs. The
cooperation between SMEs and public knowledge institutes is conveyed and applied to the
Dutch national economy.

1. Open Innovation and Knowledge Management
Research with respect to open innovation is still in a premature stage. The first researchers who
used the term 'Open Innovation' were Horwitch, Parikh and Ziv in 2000. After that, the term
became famous when Henry W. Chesbrough published his book about the Open Innovation
paradigm in 2003 (Chesbrough, 2003a). In his book he describes the transition from c10sed
innovation to open innovation and what factors cause this 'fundamental shift' (Chesbrough,
2003b,). The two paradigms3 and the transition to open innovation will be briefly described in
this Chapter after which the second part discusses the importanee and the role of knowledge
management within open innovation.

lust like open innovation, knowledge management is a very often heard term in business which
is stressed by Kluge et al. (2001, pA) "knowledge is at the heart of much of today 's global
economy, and managing knowledge has become vital la companies' success". The importanee of
knowledge in the business of today is further stressed by Prahalad and Hamel (1990). They state
that a company can be considered as a portfolio of core competences surrounded by value
creating disciplines which is called a 'skill-based view' of a company. The underlying reason is
that acquisition of knowledge improves the amount and quality of skilIs in a company. This view
claims that competition between individual companies is essentially concerned with the
acquisition of knowledge and eventually skilIs (Hamel, 1991). Because of its importanee, and
relevanee to the research question in this report, it is worthwhile to discuss KM in this research
paper.

1.1 Closed Innovation and the Transition to Open Innovation
For most of the twentieth century, closed innovation was applied in all the big successful
companies. Intemal R&D was viewed as both a strategie asset as weil as a barrier to competitive
entry in many high-tech industries. This view of closed innovation claims that successful
innovation requires control (Chesbrough, 2003a). The logie of the closed innovation paradigm
was intemally focused where companies invest in intemal R&D which, eventually, led to
technological breakthroughs. These discoveries were developed and brought to market. Through
these new produets and services more sales and profits were realized which again boosted the
investment in more internal R&D. Due to the closely guarded Ip4

, other companies were unable
to exploit the ideas for their own profit. This model is used extensively in literature regarding

J A paradigm is a package of ideas and methods, which, when combined, make up both a view of the world and a
way of doing science (Kuhn, 1962, in Godfrey-Srnith, 2003).
4 Intellectua1 Property
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R&D management. Examples are the product development pipeline (Ding and Eliashberg, 2002)
and the stage gate process (O'Conner, 1994). The closed innovation paradigm was very
successful for many finns during the twentieth century until at the end of the twentieth century
several factors hanned the closed innovation vision. These factors, also explained in Chesbrough
(2003a), are briefly discussed here.

The first factor was the growing mobility of people. Nowadays, people who work for a company
take all their gathered skilIs and experiences to a new employer. Important knowledge is leaking
from one organization to the other. Another (related) factor is the growing amount of people who
are following training and college and spill out their knowledge to companies of all sizes in
many industries. Also a very important factor is the increasing availability of YC S which, for
example, allows start-up companies to grow into large valuable companies. These, mostly highly
skilled, start-up finns are able to compete with the large, established finns which financed most
of the research and development in that specific industry. Furthennore, the availability of YC
allows managers to invest in several promising technologies or companies without substantial
risk of losing a lot of money.

Along with these important 'erosion factors' (Chesbrough, 2003a) there were some other aspects
effecting the logic of closed innovation. The increasingly fast time to market and the increasing
knowledgeable customers and suppliers further challenged the logic of the closed innovation
paradigm and simultaneously affected the company's profits. As aresuit the virtuous circle was
broken which is depicted in Figure I.

IPO or Acquisition

Increased
Investment in

R&D

Fundamental
Technology

Breakthroughs

Increased Sales
and Profits

New Products
and Features

Key Engineers Exit to
Form New Company

RIP
<:======t Venture Capital Helps Team

Focus on New Market

Figure 1: The Virtuous Cirde Broken, adapted from Chesbrough (2003a)

When fundamental technology breakthroughs occurred, the involved researchers and engineers
were aware of the possibility to go for their own success outside the company. They could now

5 Venture Capital
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pursue their discoveries on their own in a new start-up company. When commercializing a
breakthrough idea, the start-up could make use of VC to help focusing on a new market. Often
these start-ups failed (RIp 6

) but when they did not, they could either achieve an IPO 7 (in which
the equities where sold) or be acquired by another company. As can be seen in Figure I, the
circle is broken and the logic of closed innovation is no longer suitable. Therefore a new
approach is emerging which is called; open innovation.

1.2 Open lnnovation - The
New Paradigm
The new paradigm of open innovation
shows that companies should use both
their own ideas as weil as ideas from
others. In addition they can use both
intemal as weil as external paths to
market these ideas and to achieve a
competitive advantage (Chesbrough,
2003a). The various options within the
open innovation paradigm are depicted
in Figure 2. The dotted lines represent
the (porous) boundaries of the firm
which can be crossed to adopt external
ideas or technologies, or to take
internal ideas to market through
external channels in order to generate
extra value for the company.

Research
Projects

Research

Figure 2: The Open
Chesbrough (2003b)

New
Market

Current
Market

Deve.lopment

Innovation Model, copied

An important distinction between the philosophies of open innovation compared to closed
innovation lies in the screening of ideas. Both closed as weil as open innovation is able to weed
out 'false positives' ; bad ideas that initially look promising. However, open innovation is also
able to recover 'false negatives'; ideas that look worthless but turn out to be very valuable. These
ideas or projects find value in other markets than the current one (Chesbrough, 2003a, b).

Since open innovation deals extensively with cooperation mechanisms and sharing and
absorbing knowiedge, an introduction into knowledge management seems necessary to
understand the characteristics of knowledge and its role within open innovation. For some
practical examples of open innovation and knowledge management one can take a look at some
large Dutch companies. For example, Philips is translating the open innovation approach by
investing resources in the High Tech Campus Eindhoven while Unilever invests in joint
ventures, acquisitions and private partnerships like the Dutch Polymer Institute and the Kluyver
Centre for Genomics of Industrial Fermentation. Furthermore, Unilever is investing in promising
(life sciences) start-ups who are tlexible and innovative to deliver the required technology for
Uni lever (Openinnovatie.nl, 2007).

6 Rest In Peace
7 Initial Public Offering
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1.3 Knowledge Management in Organizations
KM entails various practices used by organizations to identify, create, represent, and distribute
knowledge. Within companies, KM programs are mostly tied to organizational objectives that
improve the company's overall performance. In this way KM can contribute to the primary
process of a company which can be facilitated by a good way of managing the knowledge within
a company. Apart from managing the internal processes, KM programs try to foster
organizational leaming by capturing useful knowledge from whatever party to increase the
company's skills and competences. This can be done by cooperating with various partners and
sharing and transferring each others specific knowledge to contribute to the aims of both
partners.

An important distinction in KM is between tacit and explicit knowledge. The explicitness of
knowledge is the extent to which knowledge can be made objective or codified (Hislop, 2005;
Nonaka et al., 2000). Examples of explicit knowledge are the results from a test or other
descriptive information. An example of tacit knowledge is riding a bike. When getting
instructions on riding a bike one is not able to ride the bike successfully but after some practice
this can be leamed. As illustrated in this example the ability to share or acquire tacit knowledge
is an important competitive advantage with respect to innovativeness of a company since tacit
knowledge is difficult to share or transfer and can become very valuable for a company (Martin
and Salomon, 2003). For example, tacit knowledge about a new technology that the competitors
lack may become very beneficial to a company.

Another distinction is between supplementary (specialization) and complementary (broadening)
knowIedge. According to Knudsen (2007) the leaming opportunities and opportunities for
innovation are higher with companies that seek complementary knowledge compared to
supplementary knowledge. When seeking supplementary knowledge one can specialize on a very
detailed level within its own discipline. This type of knowledge is very important since few
others are able to comprehend the complexity on such a detailed level. However, innovations
emerge from new combinations of technologies (Schumpeter, 1942) and predominant1y cover
complementary knowIedge. A couple of well known examples are: the Senseo, the mobile
phone, internet, and the I-pod. In all these examples the technology was already present but due
to combinations of various disciplines these products were developed.

1.4 Knowledge Transfer and Sharing
Knowledge management, and more specifically knowledge transfer, is very important since
companies are increasingly engaged in partnerships, networks, and other forms of cooperation.
In many high-tech companies, renewal of the technological knowledge base is crucial and
requires a company to look for outside options and acquire knowledge from a variety of
'knowledge suppliers' like other firms, research labs and universities (Narasirnhan et al., 2006).
The ability to acquire and use extemal skills, which is called 'absorptive capacity', could serve
as a dynamic capability of a company (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990, in Narasirnhan et al., 2006).
Companies with a high level of absorptive capacity are better able to absorb knowledge and
distribute it throughout the organization. This will, eventually, result in more innovative
solutions, products, or services for the company. When companies gain access to certain skills
they can also 'intemalize' those skills. Once the skills are intemalized they can be applied to new

- 6 -



geographic markets, businesses, and products (Hamel, 1991). In this way, firms with a high
absorptive capacity can out-Ieam a partner by intemalizing its ski lis.

Apart from absorptive capacity also experience appears to be very important in relationships and
alliances. The impact of experience on a company's performance has been researched in
different empirical settings (e.g. Simonin, 1997; King and Tucci, 2002) and indicates a positive
association between experience and performance. Heimeriks and Duijsters (2007) have proved
that alliance capability, the experience in alliances, plays a significant role in the total
performance of a company. By cooperating more often companies are more experienced and
develop routines in the transfer of knowledge and are therefore able to enhance their adoption of
new knowledge (Argote, 1999).

Hansen et al. (1999) have identified two strategies for sharing/ transferring knowiedge: the
personalization and the codification strategy. The codification strategy is appropriate for sharing
explicit knowledge between experts of the same discipline and relies heavily on ICT 8 to store
knowiedge. However for sharing tacit knowiedge, the personalization strategy is more
appropriate as it relies on face-to-face exchanges in which people from different backgrounds
can communicate with each other successfully (NeweIl, 2004).

The process of capturing knowiedge, transferring it, and eventually transforming into useful
knowledge is depicted in Figure 3. In this process a company must first capture knowiedge, then
has to transfer it (intemally or extemally) to others, and the receiving person or party must be
able to convert it into useful applicable knowiedge.

Although knowledge transfer is an important aspect of KM it also has its downsides. In order to
transfer knowledge one has to put in some effort and time which can be very costly. It has often
been observed that the transfer of tacit knowledge is difficult and takes a lot of time and close
interaction (Collins, 1974 and Kogut and Zander, 1992; in Berends et aL, 2004) which is again
very costly. However, when paying extra attention to the transfer of tacit knowledge and
investing in people to facilitate this process, a good end result will be achieved.

Transfer Il\
~ Knowledae Transform

~
Capture Personalization

Knowledge Knowledge

Codification

" /
,.. /

Organizational Strategy and Form

Figure 3: The Process of Capturing, Transfer, and Transforming Knowledge

8 lnfonnation and Communication Technology
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1.5 Conclusion
Literature predominantly discusses the application of open innovation in big companies in spite
of being aware that also SMEs are willing to join this innovative climate. By cooperating with
other companies, research institutes and other knowledge suppliers, the smaller companies can
indeed compete with the big players in the industry.

There are, however, some characteristics in this process that need to be determined before the
proper cooperation strategy can be chosen. For example what kind ofknowledge is needed, what
kind of relationship is the best, how to organize the cooperation with a knowledge institute, in
which phase of the cooperation do the most problems occur, et cetera?

The next Chapter will describe the existing literature about the cooperation between SMEs and
knowledge institutes and focuses on some important aspects that need to be researched. The role
of open innovation and knowledge management in this cooperation will be dealt with
extensively.

- 8 -



2. Cooperation between SMEs and Public Knowledge
Institutes
Over the past years, researchers have extensively focused their efforts on the process of
knowledge transfer between industry and public knowledge (or research) institutes. The
underlying reason is that these knowledge institutes are regarded as very important sources of
creating valuable knowledge that can be transferred to private companies. A public knowledge
institute can be a university, a university of applied sciences (in Dutch: HBO), or other research
institutes like TN09

.

First, a general introduction into the cooperation between industry and public knowledge
institutes will be provided. Then, this cooperation will be further specialized towards the
cooperation between SMEs and the public knowledge institutes. Lastly, the cooperation between
SMEs and public knowledge institutes within The Netherlands is discussed.

2.1 Public - Private Relationships
In literature, the relationship between public institutes and private companies is mostly
generalized to university - industry relations. This type of relationship corresponds with the
public - private relation and, hence, will be used in this report.

Industry is comprised of companies that have amission to sell products or services and aim for
making profit. But what is the mission or aim of a university? Koschatzky and Heraud (1996,
p.3-6) tried to define this and came up with two aims:

• "They manage the common knowledge base of a region by knowledge through education, by
teaching graduate and undergraduate programs resulting in different degrees, and producing
and distributing scientific and technological information and by demonstrating and
transferring scientific and teclmological solutions";

• "They provide expertise knowledge by training, consuiting, contract research and
development, or by transfer services, taking into account the specific needs of single actors".

In addition to the second aim Etzkowitz (1998) has defined a more specific aim which is given
much attention over the past years. This aim is the valorization of scientific and teclmological
solutions in order to apply it to economic activities. This valorization is the basis for a university
- industry knowledge transfer process and ensures that the generated knowledge will be applied
to practical situations.

According to Pimay et al. (2003) the main reasons why universities increasingly interact with
industry are:
• The declining budget for funding traditional academic activities like teaching and research

requires universities to search for alternative financing. Looking at Figure 4, it can be seen
that the third fund 10 flow accounted for 27% of university funding (Industry) in 2003
(NOWT, 2005).

9 Applied Natural Science Research Institute (Dutch: Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek)
10 Funding from business or funding that is done by industry for a specific purpose
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Figure 4: Funding of Dutch Universities, NOWT (2005)

• The increasing interaction of science and teclmology over various disciplines (e.g. IT and
bioteclmology) causing more collaboration between industry and universities.

• The growing social pressure on universities to participate more in their region's economie
development to realize the valorization of scientific and teclmological knowiedge.

Because of the above mentioned reasons universities are enticed to cooperate with industry.
Although this cooperation and interaction is positive for both parties and the economy, some
hurdles must be overcome before this process can run as smoothly as it should be.

Important issues in university - industry relations
Geisier and Rubenstein (1989) discuss the relevant issues regarding the relation between
university and industry. They use a list of major issues with respect to this relationship which is
shown in Table I. Hereafter, the six issues wiU be briefly discussed.

1. As described in Geisier and Rubenstein (1989) and Peutz (2007) there are several inherent
differences between university and industry or researcher and entrepreneur. Where the
mission of a university is to contribute to general knowiedge, industry's mission is to use the
required knowledge and apply it to practical situations. Because of these inherent differences
in mission and objectives, some barriers are created.

Table 1: Important Issues in University - Industry Relations, derived from Table 3.1, Geisier and Ruben
(1989, p.4S)

Major Issues in University - Industry Relations

1. Inherent differences in mission and objectives

2. Differences in organizational structure and policies

3. Differences in orientation, philosophy, and interests of individual researchers

4. Effectiveness of university - industry arrangements and mechanisms for collaboration

5. Benefits versus costs

6. How to evaluate university-industry interaction
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2. The organizational structure of a university differs from industry. In addition, the policy of
compensation is different. It is difficult to reward a researcher for a successful contribution to
industry. Next, the funding of collaborative research is a problem, who pays for the project?
AIso, when researchers act as consultant in industry some problems arise. The interaction in
the company is a bit awkward as researchers tend to come in occasionally and teil the
mangers what to do and how to do it which is not always appreciated by the company.

3. In addition to the inherent differences between researchers and entrepreneurs also differences
in orientation and philosophy exist. In the book of Peutz (2007) differences in short-term and
long-term focus and a distinction in orientation are distinguished as is depicted in Table 2.
An entrepreneur 'decomplicates' a problem and tries to find a suitable solution which can be
applied as soon as possible. Whereas a researcher investigates the matter, makes some
hypotheses, defines a way to do his/ her research and then engages in testing and eventually
comes with solutions. The researcher has intrinsic motivation II and curiosity which tempts
himl her to investigate more than is really necessary.

Table 2: Differences between Researcher and Entrepreneur, derived from Peutz (2007, p.3!)

Researcher Entrepreneur
Focus Long-term (2 -4 years) Short term « 1 year)

Orientation Diverge Converge

4. According to Debackere and Veugelers (2005) the university - industry knowledge and
technology transfer refers to various types of interactions. These interactions may range from
a one-shot information exchange to a complex and long-term agreement between a network
of universities and companies. The following (formal) forms of knowledge exchange are
considered:

• Technology start-up firm generated by the research institute;
• Collaborative research by performing R&D projects together;
• Development of intellectual property rights to enhance the university's technological

knowledge base and for licensing technologies to companies;
• Contract research and know-how based consulting by the university which is funded by

industry;
• Other forms of training or knowledge transfer processes.

For this research, especially the collaborative research by performing R&D projects together and
the contract research are applicable.

5. In the book of Geisier and Rubenstein (1989) the potential benefits from the university 
industry relationship are summed up. The most important (and applicable) benefits are
named here.

Benefits ta industry: - Window to technological opportunities;
- Access to specific skills and knowiedge;
- Joint effort, start-up new businesses, economic payoff.

11 More infonnation on the topic of intrinsic motivation can be found in Ryan and Deci (2000)
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Benefits to university: - Funding for both research as weil as capital investments;
- Access to industry equipment and facilities;
- Joint effort, start-up new businesses, economie payoff.

In conclusion, both parties reap the fruits of this collaboration in distinct ways. With respect to
the costs it can be evident that these differ depending on the type of interaction or relationship.

6. There are two approaches to evaluate the relationship between university and industry; [1] an
overall evaluation of benefits and success, or [2] use specific performance indicators (Geisier
and Rubenstein, 1989). In the first approach, evaluation is measured by conducting surveys
or questionnaires. The second approach is more specific because different performance
indicators are used as an evaluation tooI. Indicators such as: satisfaction, number of patents
or innovations introduced, number of problems solved, and so forth.

A summary of incentives and barriers in this interaction is portrayed in Figure 5. In spite of the
many differences and barriers between universities and (industrial) companies the interaction can
be valuable for both parties. Especial1y the long-lasting relationships can provide many benefits
and improve the interaction and trust in each other (Geisier and Rubenstein, 1989). Furthermore,
benefits for both parties will indirectly affect the innovativeness or growth of the national
economy and the prosperity of its citizens which is the overall aim. As there are some barriers
which form a gap between companies and knowledge institutes maybe an intermediary, or
knowledge broker, can facilitate this relationship. The role and advantages of a knowledge
broker are briefly described in the fol1owing Section.

Enrerprise Seclor Re/alions Public Research Secror

Incentives

- Access to knowIedge, absaption ot new ....
MutuaJ leaming .. - Securing and diversifying the financial and

knowledge personnel basis
- Access to complemenlafy R&D resources Personnet mobility

- Extra eamings for researchers.. •- Reducing OO5ts ror in-house R&D
- New impulses for research anef edueation

- Access to innovale networks and dusters Coded and Iélcit knowledge

- Use of spedaJ R&O infrastructure .. • - Improvement of research infrastructure

• Opening-up new business fields 1<r1o'Mec!ge netwof1l
- Beller labour market opportunities for

- Recruitmenl of R&O personneJ lil extemalities • graduates

Baniers
- Lack of knowtedge absorption capacities _ Infoffilation asvrnmetries ~ - EvaJuation of research soIely oriented

and innovation management capabilities low market transparency towards academc critefia
- Reluctance to use extemaJ knOWledge - "Freedom of research" regarded as ruling
- Risk -averse behaviour, short-term lil Incompatible objectîves•• out Industry-ooented research
ofientation in business strategies dîvergent Scultures 11 - High teaching and administration duties

- Lacll of quaUfied personrel
~ioh trnnsacM 00515 - Bureaucratic regulations. dvil servants 101'01

- "Not invented here" behaviour lil mancmg re?ctlOl1s • - No rewards for commerdalising research
- Fear of Ioosing confidenflal knowtedge resuIls

- Market entry barriers for !leW enteij>rises I Uncertaintv ot OIJIcome • - Risk-3verse behaviour
iarge%/ltiiOVers

Figure 5: Incentives and Barriers between Companies and Knowledge Institutes, copied from
Polt et al. (2001)
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2.2 Knowledge Brokers
The two most important parties in knowledge management are the ones sending knowledge (the
source) and the ones being in need of knowledge (the user). Since knowledge transfer is not that
easy the need for a third party, a knowledge broker, is sometimes necessary. Knowledge brokers
can be distinguished from most other knowledge service providers, like consuIting companies,
by the active role they play in providing the links and the development of relationships that
address the needs of their customers. They can help customers continuously adapt to their
environment and search for the needed knowledge (Sousa, 2008). The following SIU (Source 
Intermediary - User) model shows the core of the knowledge transfer via a knowledge broker, as
is depicted in Figure 6.

Souree Intermedïary User

1. Supply-driven --Dr------------.E
2. Demand-driven ---------------~

---------------~

3. M~xed 1t--------------..=~----------------~
Figure 6: The SIU Model, copied from Kerste and Muizer (2002)

In model 1, the intermediary role is limited to establishing the relationship. In model 2 the user
(SME) has a need and the intermediary can fulfill this need by making the connection with the
source (public knowledge institute). These specific needs are partly focused on specific
knowledge products. In this model there is a c1ear role for the intermediary. Model 3, the mixed
form, is also very common as the intermediary role depends on the direction of the arrow. Does
the knowledge institute likes to provide knowledge or do the SMEs need knowIedge? In this
research, the SMEs need knowledge and the intermediary's role is to partner the SME to a
suitable knowledge institute. A knowledge broker can facilitate this process by bringing people
together, help them to build relationships, uncover their needs, and share the knowledge that will
let them perform better (Canadian Health Services Research foundation, 2003). Gould &
Femandez (1989; in Kraaijenbrink, 2003, p.S) have distinguished five types of brokerage
relations which will be described:

1. Coordinator (or local broker): All three actors belong to the same group; the brokerage
relation is completely internal to the group.

2. Itinerant broker (or cosmopolitan broker): The two principals belong to the same subgroup
while the broker belongs to a different group.
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3. Gatekeeper: Broker and demander belong to the same subgroup while the supplier belongs to
a different group. The broker can decide whether or not to grant access to an outsider.

4. Representalive: Broker and supplier belong to the same subgroup while the demander belongs
to a different group. The broker acts as a representative for a fellow party member and
attempts to establish contact with an outsider.

5. Liaison: Broker, supplier and demander all belong to a different subgroup. The broker's role is
to link distinct groups without having prior allegiance to either.

The intermediary or knowledge broker in the relationship between SMEs and knowledge
institutes can be characterized by the Liaison function. The primary task of the knowledge broker
is to link the SMEs with the knowledge institutes and facilitate the coupling and transfer of
information. During the collaboration they operate in the background and offer support whenever
necessary to both actors which will be further c1arified in the company description.

2.3 Public - Private Cooperation: The 5MEs
As previously described, knowledge can be seen as one of the most important resources of an
organization (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; and Chen et al., 2006). The
importance of knowledge for the SMEs is higher than for the bigger companies due to two
reasons (Desouza and Awazu, 2006, p.33):

• SMEs compete on the basis of know-how;
• SMEs have fewer resources (in number and in size) which implies that they have to do more

with less.

These SMEs do not have all knowledge necessary to innovate so therefore it is also important
that they cooperate with other parties like the knowledge institutes. There is little insight in this
cooperation and the way the SMEs innovate. In some studies (Scozzi et al., 2005; Desouza and
Awazu, 2006; Gray, 2006; and Hewitt-Dundas, 2006) examples are provided of characteristics of
SMEs that can form a barrier to innovativeness. The same studies also provide examples that
enhance the innovativeness of the SMEs.

Within the framework of innovation and knowledge management there are two main themes that
influence the cooperation processes in SMEs. Apart from management problems, the biggest
problem lies in a lack of attention for organizational problems and issues (Scozzi et al., 2005).
According to these authors the SMEs are not interested in changing or adapting internal
organizational processes. Additionally, the shortage in resources does inevitably play another
important role in the knowledge management of SMEs. Nevertheless, there is still limited
information on how these companies innovate (Edwards, 2007) and with which partners they
cooperate to achieve this goal. Hence this research will shed some light on this topic and tries to
improve the overall knowledge transfer process.

A number of studies indicate that the cooperation between companies and public knowiedge
institutes in Europe is very limited (Caloghirou et al., 2004; CBS, 2007; Knudsen, 2007). The
percentage of Dutch SMEs that have cooperated with a knowledge institute before is between
13% and 31 % (CBS, 2007). Furthermore, it appears that the public knowledge institutes are
seldom regarded as an important partner in the innovation process as less than 2% of the SMEs
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believe they are the most important partner (Laursen and Salter, 2004). An explanation for this
phenomenon can be found in a high locus of control for the average SME entrepreneur (MueUer
and Thomas, 2000). This means that the SMEs attribute disproportionate achievements to their
own efforts in comparison with the knowledge institutes.

From the research by Mueller (2006) it can be concluded that the higher the amount of
knowledge is being transferred from universities to SMEs, the higher the economie growth in
that specific region. How this relates to the Outch SMEs and institutes will be discussed in the
following Section.

2.4 Cooperation between Dutch SMEs and Knowledge Institutes
The social interest of the innovativeness of the SMEs for society is important and cooperation
withknowledge institutes can contribute to this aim. The TUle also stresses that valorization of
knowledge and cooperation with the SMEs becomes more important for the TUle (Vector,
2007). People in polities are trying to foster and improve these relationships in order to improve
the Outch innovation capacity for the SMEs (Regeerakkoord Balkenende 4, 2007). This is
necessary because the innovativeness of the Outch SMEs has decreased since 1999 (De Jong,
2006). In addition, Peutz (2007) found that despite 69% of the SMEs indicates that innovation is
a fixed part of the company's strategy only 42% succeeds in introducing a new product or
service to the market. According to the Outch knowledge foundation 'Stichting Nederland
Kennisland' (2006) only 18% of the SMEs are dealing regularly with innovative produets or
services. This percentage has to be improved and therefore this master thesis project will
contribute to this improvement. The knowledge transfer process between the SMEs and the
knowledge institutes consist of three important aspects or categories which will be described and
discussed in the following pages.

Processl content
This first category deals with the knowledge transfer process itself and the content of the
information that is exchanged. The knowledge transfer process begins with discovering the need
or reason to cooperate with a knowledge institute. Since SMEs seldom have the possibility of
attracting the brightest people in the field the need for specialized knowledge is usually present
when innovative projects are emerging (Rijt-Veltman, 2007). De Man and Ouysters (2002)
formulated five reasons for cooperation to increase the innovativeness of a company namely:
reduction of innovation risk, lack of required knowiedge, increase in number and quality of
innovative ideas, increase in innovation pace, and a lack of resources. Do all these reasons apply
to the SMEs as weU or are there any differences that can be found? After this is determined, the
next phase is to formulate a proper knowledge question and find a suitable partner that can
deliver the requested knowiedge. Peutz (2007) and Roelofsen (2008) also looked into this
potential problem and concluded that many companies have difficulties with this phase of the
process. In addition, the nature of the question can play a significant role in finding a suitable
partner as SMEs usually have a generall multidisciplinary question that does not comply with the
single discipline of a researcher. With respect to the content, the type of knowledge that is
needed by the SMEs can be either tacit or explicit. Moreover do they need supplementary (more
details about a topic) or complementary (additional information on related topics) knowiedge?
According to Oesouza and Awazu (2006), within SMEs tacit knowledge is more often
transferred (and probably more needed) than explicit knowiedge. Furthermore, according to
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Knudsen (2007) complementary knowledge offers more learning opportunities and hence IS

more suited for innovative knowledge questions.

Communication
Since knowledge transfer between two parties requires good cooperation, good communication
skilIs are a basis for a successful result. Especial!y because two actors with different aims and
orientations about a project have to communicate with each other. Because of these differences
between these actors the expectations of a project result can also differ (Peutz, 2007). In general,
researchers have a long-term focus and think in projects of 2-4 years unlike entrepreneurs who
possess a short-term focus of less than a year. Also the orientation is different as a researcher
diverges and would like to investigate all details surrounding a project and an entrepreneur
converges by setting a c1ear goal and work as effective as possible towards this goal (Peutz,
2007). Another important aspect of the communication is the first contact which is briefly
described in the process/ content part. According to Braaksma et al. (2003) SMEs that would Iike
to contact a knowledge institute usual!y contact this institute via personal networks or contacts.
Another factor that influences this process is the c1arity of knowIedge. In other words, do the
SMEs know what specific knowledge the knowledge institutes can offer? The c1arity of available
knowledge is regarded as a problem among the SMEs (Kemp and Borger, 200 I) and might be
solved by a better communication and insight in the available knowIedge.

Organization
This part is about the organizational issues surrounding the knowledge transfer process between
SMEs and knowledge institutes. What has to be done to organize the knowledge transfer process
optimally? It appears that SMEs prefer working with universities instead of other knowledge
institutes (Braaksma et al., 2003). With respect to the accessibility and availability of knowledge
institutes and their knowIedge, the research by Kemp and Borger (2001) shows that the SMEs
are positive regarding these aspects. With respect to the length of a relationship or cooperation
most SMEs prefer long-term relationships and these are also the most common (Braaksma et al.,
2003). The type of relationship can also be characterized in terms of 'strong ties' and 'weak ties'
(Granovetter, 1973). According to Granovetter (1973) and Fukugawa (2006) weak ties stimulate
innovation by getting access to new knowledge from extemal parties. On the other hand, strong
ties also stimulate innovation because they are better suited for transferring complex or tacit
knowIedge. In general, strong ties are better suited for exploitation and weak ties more for
exploration (March, 1991; De Man, 2004). Because this master thesis project is executed for an
intermediary, its role in the knowledge transfer process will also get a lot of attention. Therefore
the proper function of the intermediary wil! be determined as weil as the need from the
companies to contact an intermediary. The intermediary's performance will be evaluated and
improved wherever possible. Apart from consuIting an intermediary also other incentives to
facilitate this relationship are made available for the company. The so called innovation vouchers
(Appendix 2) can be used to finance a part of a project with a knowledge institute. In this way,
an entrepreneur is attracted to cooperate when there is 'free money' available to finance the
project.
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2.5 Conclusion
After starting with a general view of public - private relationships the research converged to the
cooperation between Dutch SMEs and knowledge institutes. This is the main topic of the
research and will be feasible in the available time limit of six months. A conceptual model of the
most important actors and relationships in this study is depicted in Figure 7.

SCOPE: DUTCH MARKET

Figure 7: Conceptual Model

The three parties of interest are the SMEs, the (public) knowledge institutes, and the knowledge
broker/ intermediary. They interact with each other and share and transfer knowiedge. This
knowledge transfer process is occurring at the moment but there are some difficulties. The aim of
this research is to improve the current knowledge transfer process between SMEs and (public)
knowledge institutes in order to increase the innovativeness of the SMEs and to comply with the
mission of the universities (see Appendix 3) to valorize scientific knowiedge. The mission of the
universities of applied science is quite similar as they also have the strategy to increase
collaboration with the SMEs and increase the innovativeness (Fontys Hogescholen, 2007). A
knowledge broker or intermediary may facilitate this process and has to be added in this model.
The cooperation can be with or without help of the intermediary. The scope of this research is the
Dutch market. Presumable, some results can be applied to other markets as well; however, this is
not the aim of this research.
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PART 11: Research Methodology
In this second part the research objective, questions, and methodology will be discussed. This
part continues with the introduced topics of the literature review and applies this research to a
practical situation. After the identification of relevant research questions, the company
description, its situation and its role in this research is discussed. Next, to determine what kind of
research is needed to answer the questions, a research design is composed. Then, the research
design is extended with a case methodology to define the steps that have to be taken in the
master thesis project. Due to a (always restricted) time limit a project planning has to be made
and is discussed accordingly.

3. Research Questions and Company Description
In this Chapter, the research objective and questions are described along with a description of the
company to execute this master thesis project.

After starting with researching the open innovation paradigm, the research shifted more to the
knowledge management and knowledge transfer side. It appeared that the interaction between
companies, more specifical1y SMEs, and public knowledge institutes is an underexposed
research area that may become very beneficial to society. After all, SMEs form a significant part
of the total amount of companies in an area and consequently contribute appreciably to a
society's prosperity. From this research, its implications and conclusions, the fol1owing research
objective and research questions are extracted for the master thesis project:

Re-design the current knowledge transfer process between SMEs and
knowledge institutes by means of a systematic method.

This systematic method can be a checklist, an instrument, an action plan, or another method. To
achieve this objective, more specific research questions should be formulated in order to further
specify the research.

3. 1 Research Questions
The main research question of the master thesis project is:

Why is the current knowledge transfer process between SMEs and public
knowledge institutes not going weil and how can this process be improved?

The main research question can be split into the fol1owing sub questions:

1. What are the causes and what is the size of the problems surrounding the cooperation?
From qualitative research the unsatisfactory cooperation between SMEs and (public) knowledge
institutes can be (partly) explained by a mismatch in expectations from both sides (Peutz, 2007).
Because of the inherent differences in orientation and focus between researcher and entrepreneur
(Geisier and Rubenstein, 1989), the expectations of a project are often very different. How to
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fine tune these expectations and avoid a conflict in interests will be dealt with in this sub
question. Furthennore, it will be determined what the size of this problem is. Does it apply to
every SME or only to certain types, groups, or branches?

2. What are the specific problems during this cooperation?
Apart from the causes mentioned above there are also other problems that limit the knowledge
transfer process. According to literature some potential problems cou1d be the fonnulation of a
know1edge question, how to find the right person within a know1edge institute, and the fact that
many questions from entrepreneurs are often mu1tidisciplinary and many researchers are aimed
at one specific discipline. Furthermore, is it c1ear which know1edge is present at the knowledge
institutes and where? And if a company knows that it is present, can it access that knowIedge?

3. Where do the problems occur?
Apart from detecting the prob1em areas of this cooperation, it should also be determined where
and when these problems occur. Do they occur in the beginning of a project, during a project, or
at the end of a project? In addition, do they occur at the knowledge institutes, at the intennediary
(knowledge broker), or at the SMEs?

4. What is the role of the intermediary/ knowledge broker in th is process?
What is the role of the knowledge broker and is it c1ear to both SMEs as weil as public
knowledge institutes what role they fulfilt? In addition, is this role good or should they perfonn
more, other, or fewer tasks? Is the interrnediary contacted or do the SMEs contact the knowledge
institutes direct1y or via other people? Do they need to pay more attention to SMEs that are doing
their first project compared with SMEs that have done several projects? These are all questions
that need to be answered before coming to an improved situation.

5. What are the needs and desires ofthe SMEs with respect to this cooperation?
The following questions should be answered: do the reasons for cooperation also apply to the
SMES, what kind of knowledge do they need, supplementary or complementary, tacit or
explicit? Moreover, do they have a preference for aspecific knowledge institute and do they aim
for long-tenn or short-term relationships? Finally, is the voucher regulation working properly
and do the companies desire these vouchers?

6. How (and where) can the knowledge transfer process be improved?
When the current way of working is analyzed and the missing information is acquired, the next
step would be an improvement of the current process. A new approach must be implemented to
effectively deal with the knowledge transfer process between SMEs and knowledge institutes. As
mentioned in the research objective, a corresponding systematic method or tooi has to be devised
to better deal wi th the requests of the SMEs. In addition, it should also be determined where the
most important problems lay and consequently where the process should be improved.

The final deliverable wiU be a systematic tooI or method to deal with the knowledge transfer
process between SMEs and public knowledge institutes in order to facilitate this cooperation and
the innovativeness of SMEs within the Dutch market. This method can be an instrument, an
action plan, a checklist, or a combination of these. Ideally this method should become universal
to enable its applicability to each interested SME.
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3.2 Company Context and Description
Currently, customer's demands are high with respect to intelligent products and services.
Companies in The Netherlands are reacting to this phenomenon by cooperating with specialized
partners and by outsourcing simpIe product parts or processes. Generally, the cooperation is
between two or more companies. Universities and other public knowledge institutes are not (or
rarely) used as partner. This situation, the need for knowledge intensive activities without using
public potential is called the European Knowledge Paradox (in Dutch: 'Europese
Kennisparadox'). Public knowledge institutes and the Dutch govemment are reacting to this
paradox by luring companies to the knowledge institutes. In Eindhoven, the company United
Brains (UB) serves as an intermediary between the companies and the knowledge institutes by
transfer questions from the companies to the knowledge institutes. Syntens, an initiative from the
Department of Commerce, advises SMEs in innovating skills and cooperates extensively with
UB. At the moment they are both engaged in supporting this cooperation by helping the SMEs to
find a suitable person within one of the knowledge institutes. Since this is not easy and could be
improved both Syntens as well as UB asked for an analysis and an re-design of this process.
Hence, this master thesis project will deal with the transfer process between SMEs and
knowledge institutes and supports both UB as weil as Syntens 12.

Since UB is operationally more engaged in this process they will serve as the main point of
reference in this research.Therefore the company will be described and its process will be
explained which makes the case better comprehensible.

UB is a Dutch foundation and a cooperation between the Eindhoven University of Technology,
ROC 13, Fontys (a group of universities of applied sciences), and TNO. UB is a group of people
that has a lot of experience with public knowledge institutes and tries to share this knowIedge.
UB is a knowledge broker and tries to perform the following activities:

• They offer businesses an integral package of consultancy, training and facilities especially in
the field of multimedia, e-commerce, design and product development (United Brains, 2008;
Cursor 32, 2000);

• They mediate and advise towards SMEs;
• They offer a network of relationships;
• They act as an intermediary or liaison between SMEs and knowledge institutes.

3.3 Company Process
It is already known that UB acts as intermediary or knowledge broker between knowledge
institutes and SMEs. However, the process from receiving questions from companies until the
actual cooperation and execution of a project is not yet described. A graphical representation of
this process can be seen in Appendix 4. The process of UB is shown in the left and the partition
in the project registration database is shown in the right. Each phase in this relationship will be
described and the relationships between the various phases will be explained.

12 For more information about Syntens, the reader can refer to www.syntens.nl
13 Regional Educations Centre (Duteh: Regionaal Opleidingen Centrum)
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Question
A company can ask a question via different channels. After some interviews it appeared that the
allocation of the channels is as follows:
• 70% via a question fonn on the website;
• 20% via Syntens;
• 10% via other channels like professors, other institutes, etc.

Intake
The question is received by UB and, if possible, assigned to one of the account managers 14.The
question is imported in the database system and the available details about the customer are
included.

Discussion
During a weekly meeting, the question IS discussed and some possible inconsistencies are
clarified.

Distribution
During the meeting, one of the account managers accepts the question and is the responsible
person for this question from now on. If the question is not completely c1ear, the account
manager contacts the customer for additional infonnation.

Searching
The account manager searches for a specialist 15 within the appropriate knowledge institute who
is able to answer the question. When a specialist is found and accepts the question, it becomes a
project development program and this will be changed in the database.

Offer
The specialist (sometimes with help ofthe account manager) and the company fonnulate an offer
and a project plan. When the offer is signed, the project development program becomes a real
project and accordingly will be changed in the database.

Execution
The specialist from the knowledge institute is in control of the execution of the project whereas
the account manager serves as a guide to govem the overall process. In this phase, all the
activities for delivering the end result (product or service) are executed.

Delivering
The specialist and account manager deliver the result of the project to the company. After that,
the invoice will be sent to the company.

EvaJuation
A month after completion of the project, the account manager contacts the company and
detennines the customer's level of satisfaction.

14 A member ofUB who takes in a question and leads that specific project
IS A specialist is a researcher or a lecturer from one of the knowledge institutes
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4. Research Methodology
This Chapter deals with the research methodology of the master thesis project. First, the research
design and case methodology is explained. How to execute this research is illuminated in the
research approach. Finally, the project plan is described.

4. 1 Research Design
Since the existence of management studies, there is a discussion about its purpose and relevance.
Some scholars propagate to aim for rigor in this research area, which involves describing and
explaining phenomena in highly idealized, formal models. Other scholars use approaches that
aim for practical relevance and also give prescriptions on how to solve problems (Houkes, 2006).

Shrivastava (1987) addresses the distinction between rigor and relevance and found that within
management studies there are two groups of research to be distinguished. The first group is
mainly aimed at relevance (e.g. practical usefulness), the other mainly at rigor. In addition to
Shrivastava, Van Aken (2004) also makes a distinction between two forms oftheory:

• Organization Theory (research-like knowledge)
Description-driven research has an explanatory nature and is used in a conceptual way.

• Management Theory (design-like knowledge)
Prescription-driven research specifically used to design solutions for management problems. A
design-science has the mission "to develop knowledge that the professionals of the discipline in
question can use to design solutionsfor their field problem" (Van Aken, 200S, p.20).

This is an explanatory study in which the connections and potential barriers in the knowledge
transfer process are explored to work towards an improvement. Basically, the master thesis is a
design science and used for a management problem. However, a requirement from de TUle is to
add something to the existing scientific literature and is stated in the master thesis manual: "the
design orientation of the thesis is ensured. This implies that the project should not only result
into an analysis, but also into a theoreticalor applied design to address the problems identified
in the analysis" (Master Thesis Manual, 2006, p.S). In conclusion, this master thesis project is
aimed at relevance although a certain level of rigor must be achieved.

Generalization, idealization, and formalization
The frequently mentioned issue of the generalization problem is discussed in the article of Van
Aken (200S). Or, rather "the real issue is not that of generalizability but that of transfer"
(Maclean, MacIntosh and Grant (2002, p.202) in Van Aken, (200S, p.3l). For context sensitive
knowledge, knowledge has to be transferred from the context in which it was conducted to other
contexts (Van Aken, 200S). In this research, the situation of UB is studied initially but later
generalized to the situation in the Netherlands.

When making a relevant research more rigorous, formalization is a necessity. Formalizing
always involves some idealizations as: ignoring some aspects of the subject matter, making
assumptions, and defining some key variables that are not perfectly c1ear (Houkes, 2006).
Assumptions or propositions wiU be defined in this research and a satisfactory level of
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formalization should be achieved. Both qualitative as weil as quantitative data will be used to
increase the research's reliability. In this way, an acceptable level of rigor is acquired.

4.2. Case Methodology
In order to come to a solution to the identified problem or research question, a methodology will
have to be created. The case study is one of several ways of doing social science research (Yin,
1984) and is also used in this research. This study will follow the "process of building theory
from case study research" (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.533). According to Yin (1981 a, b; in Yin, 1984))
the definition of a case study is an empirical inquiry that:

• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident;
• uses multiple sources of evidence.

Yin (1984) states that the relative components of a case study research design are the following:

[1] A study's questions (which is al ready described);
[2] The propositions;
[3] The logic linking the data to the propositions;
[4] The unit(s) ofanalysis;
[5] The criteria for interpreting the findings.

4.2.1 The propositions
A proposition directs attention to something that should be examined within a research or case
study so that the research questions can be answered. From several articles and studies (Kemp
and Borger, 2001; Braaksma et al., 2003; De Jong, 2006; Roelofsen, 2008), books (Peutz, 2007),
and meetings conceming this topic the propositions can be generated. The propositions can be
divided in a few categories, as described in the literature review in Section 2.4. After each
proposition the number of the sub question is added.

Process/ content
This first part is about the knowledge transfer process itself and the content of the information
that is exchanged which is an important part of this research. The following propositions can be
defined.
• SMEsfind it hard to formulate a proper question; 2,3
• SMEs find it hard to find the right person/ institute; 2,3
• Do the reasons for cooperation to increase innovativeness apply to the SMEs? 5

reduction of innovation risk;
lack of required knowiedge;
increase in number and quality of innovative ideas;
increase in innovation pace;
lack of resources.

• Tacit knowledge is regarded important in this cooperation ; 5
• Especially complementary knowledge is needed by the SMEs; 5
• Questionsfrom the SMEs are often multidisciplinary; 2
• Experience in this cooperation process plays a significant role. 4
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Communication
Communication plays an important role in every imaginable process. Since knowledge transfer
between two parties requires good cooperation, good communication skilIs are a basis for a
successful result.
• Clarity ofavailable knowledge within an institute is a problem; 2,3
• First contact occurs mostly via personal networks or contacts,' 4
• There are difJerences in expectations between researchers and entrepreneurs. 1

Organization
This part is about the organizational issues surrounding the knowledge transfer process between
SMEs and knowledge institutes.
• According to the SMEs, universities are the most important knowledge institutes; 5
• Accessibility ofthe knowledge institutes is sufficient; 2,3
• A vailability ofknowledge within the knowledge institutes is sufficient; 2,3
• Long-term relationships with the pub/ic knowledge institutes are preferred compared to

short-term relationships; 5
• The role ofthe intermediary is considered useful in this cooperation; 3,4
• The voucher regulation is a successful mechanism in the knowledge transfer process. 5

When these propositions are checked and specified the research questions are almost answered.
The causes for this problem are known, the problems during the cooperation are known, it is
known where the problems are occurring, the role of the knowledge broker is known, and the
needs and desires of the SMEs are known. With all this information, only the final sub question
will be solved which is about how and where to improve the knowledge transfer process.

4.2.2 Linking the data
In every research data should be collected in order to answer the research question. However, the
linking is complicated and should be done carefully. Yin (1994) proposes six sources of evidence
that provide the necessary data for case studies. ft is important that the data should be collected
both qualitatively as weil as quantitatively whenever possible.

Documentation is an important part as the literature provides a lot of information that protects
the researcher from reinventing the wheel. Also archival records in the database of UB or from
other sources are included. Next, interviews with key people that deal with the knowledge
transfer process should be conducted. Furthermore, joining meetings, talking to people, and
watching people work also completes the view ofthe situation at hand.
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4.2.3 The unit of analysis
To define the unit of analysis it has to be determined what the 'case' is in the concemed study. In
organizational or management studies the unit of analysis is usually vague and therefore difficult
to define. In this research the unit of analysis, or in other words the case, is the knowledge
transfer process between SMEs and public knowledge institutes. Since the unit of analysis is not
straightforward it is wise to define the boundaries and scope of the research. The delineation of
the research can be described in a few sentences:

• Only the Dutch market is included (only Dutch SMEs and institutes);
• UB serves as point of reference for this research;
• Only companies that have contacted UB before are included;
• The distribution of companies is a bit skewed as the network of UB is centered in the
Eindhoven area.

As described above, first the UB situation is studied where after the research is generalized (if
possible) to the entire Dutch market. Furthermore, the SMEs and the public knowledge institutes
are the most important aspects that have to be studied so data should be collected about the case
and its most important aspects. Before concentrating on that, the type of research design for case
studies should be determined.

In this study, there is a single-case of knowledge transfer between two parties and a single unit
that should be analyzed which makes the study holistic I6

. To provide areliabie representation of
the current situation, some important factors are considered.

Involved actors
Since the master thesis is applied to UB the process is seen from that perspective. As described
earlier in this report UB receives a question, allocates it to one of the account managers who
starts looking for a specialist within a knowledge institute. When the connection (between
researcher and entrepreneur) is made, a project can be started and the actual knowledge transfer
can begin. In this process the first four actors should be interviewed and the SMEs will be
approached via a questionnaire:

• The account managers from UB;
• The specialists from a knowledge institute that executes the actual project;
• Innovation advisors from Syntens;
• People from other knowledge institutes;
• The companies that pose the question.

4.2.4 Criteria for interpreting the findings
The findings of the research must be tested and analyzed in order to extract the correct
conclusions and implications. Some reliability and validity criteria should be satisfied in order to
come to applicable result. Kidder (1981, p.7-8; in Yin, 1984, p.36) has described these criteria:

16 Holistic = Single Unit of Analysis
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• Construct validity: establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being studied.
This can be realized by using a good conceptual model and formulate the questions based on this
model and the propositions.

• Internal validity: establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are shown to
lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships. Determine and analyze the
results and find the right correlations and relationships between the various variables.

• External validity: establishing the domain to which a study's findings can be generalized.
The results will be generalized to the Dutch population of SMEs. It will be tested to what extent
this is possible and what the reliability of this generalization is.

• Reliability: demonstrating that the operations of a study can be repeated with the same
results. By including many actors from different perspectives the researcher is creating a
complete view of the situation which should result in a higher level of reliability.

Data analysis is aimed at improving intemal validity (Yin, 1994). Hence, a good conclusion can
on1y be based on a good analysis of the results. Above all, the research question serves as a
general guideline for the master thesis project and should be kept in mind at all times.

4.3 Research Approach
How to answer the research questions and to conduct the research is discussed in this Section.
The people from the knowledge institutes are interviewed and the SMEs are approached via a
questionnaire.

4.3.1 Interviews
After an extensive literature study and deliberation with the company and TUle mentors, the
most important aspects are determined according to the proposition categories: A generaI part; a
processl content part; a communication part; and an organizational part. The aim of the
interviews is to explore the situation and not to test the propositions. In this way these interviews
provide a better understanding of the situation and the view of the knowledge institutes and will
be used as input for the questionnaire.

When interviewing the Syntens advisors the questions are adapted to their situation. The people
of Syntens stand closer to the SMEs and can therefore give an indication of their thoughts and
needs towards the knowledge institutes. Moreover, with their help the questionnaire can be
shaped to match the target group of SMEs. The questions of the interview are represented in
Appendix 5. Although the important aspects are determined, it must be stressed that the
questions can differ for the type of actors. For example, the process for the specialist starts with a
project plan and an offer whereas the process for an account manager starts with the first email
from the SME. AIso, the UB database system is neither used by specialists nor SMEs thus does
not to be included in those interviews.

Apart from the 'regular' interviews also some other knowledge institutes (HAS kennistransfer
and AVANS university of applied sciences) are consulted to include an alternative view of how
other knowledge institutes cooperatewith SMEs and what their experiences are.
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4.3.2 Questionnaire
The entrepreneurs of the SMEs are the most important actor in this research since they are the
customer in this process. After consuiting both mentors (UB and TUle mentor) it is concluded
that this research yields the best and most reliable results when embodied in a questionnaire. The
methodology is based on a professional market research agency (ISIZ, 2002) and entails seven
steps to come to a successful questionnaire. Together with some tips from Marketingfacts (2008)
these steps will be described and applied to this specific research.

1) Determine the aim of the research
The aim of this research is to test the proposItIons from literature and the findings from,
interviews to determine the current situation of knowledge transfer between the SMEs and the
knowledge institutes. Also problem areas and customer needs will be determined to eventually
come to an improved situation.

2) Determine the target group
The target group is the Dutch SME population that are represented in the database of UB and
therefore cooperated with a knowledge institute at least once. The database consists of 1462
companies but should be filtrated since it does not only contain SMEs. There are some addresses
that should be deleted namely: knowledge institutes, govemment institutions, big companies (>
250 employees), duplicate addresses or companies, incomplete email addresses, and companies
that contacted UB for the first time in the year 2008 (since they have no experience with these
projects and are not suited for filling in the questionnaire).

After this filtration and deletion there are 1203 companies that comply with the SME definition
and consequently will receive the questionnaire. Because of this delineation a certain amount of
sampling error 17 will occur. Ideally the questionnaire would be sent to all Dutch SMEs this is,
however, not realizable within the time span of this research. Another important error in this
research is the coverage error (DilIman, 2000). This error resuits from not allowing all members
to the survey population. This is a conscious choice and limits the generalizability of this
research. Aithough there are some inevitable limitations in this research its results will be useful
and can serve for future research.

3) Determine the way to reach the target group
The email addressesoftheSMEsare knownandavailable in thedatabase. This database is not
perfect and needs some manual adjustments of selecting the right candidates and omitting the
wrong ones. For example, the database includes email addresses from knowledge institutes,
Syntens, UB, and bigger companies (>250 people) that should be omitted. The email will be
send along with a persuasive introduction to ask the people to fill in the questionnaire by means
of a link to the web based questionnaire. Although these Electronic Data Collection Methods
(Singh and Burgess, 2007) or Electronic Survey Systems (Aaron and Desai, 2007; lansen,
Corley, and lansen, 2007) have some advantages and disadvantages, the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages and hence they are the best choice for this kind of research. When composing
and sending this survey, these factors should be taken into account to assure the research's
reliability and validity.

17 Sampling error: "The result of surveying only same, and not aH, elements of the survey population (DilIman,
2000, p.ll)
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4) Formulate the questionnaire
The questions and variables in the questionnaire are based on the propositions from literature and
the findings from the interviews. In accordance with the interviews the questionnaire is divided
in the same categories. Only the process/ content category is divided in two categories. The
various categories and the included variables are depicted in Appendix 6.

After fonnulating the ~uestions it is important to fine-tune them and try to make a perfect
questionnaire. A Likert 8 scale is an often used scale in social science and questionnaires and
therefore also applicable to this research. The fonnat of a typical five-level Likert item that is
also used in this questionnaire is: (1 )Strongly disagree, (2)Disagree, (3)Neutral, (4)Agree,
(5)Strongly agree. Apart from 5-level Likert scales there are also 7-level and 9-level scales
(Social Research Methods, 2006). A recent empirical study found that data from 5-level, 7-level
and 10-level items showed very similar characteristics in tenns of mean, variance, skewness and
kurtosis (Dawes, 2008). Since the target groups consists of a variety of companies and people
that live a busy life, a5-level Likert scale appears to be the most clear and applicable in this case.
These questions are distributed over the questionnaire and also a difference between negative
(reversal items) and positive items is made. The response values for the reversal items should be
reversed before analyzing the data. So, when the response is 1, it becomes 5, 2=4, 4=2, and 5= 1
(Uebersax, 2006).

Another important aspect of the Likert scale is its measurement scale. A Likert scale presumes
the existence of a latent variable that reflects the attitude or opinion of the respondent. If one
could measure the latent variable directly, the measurement scale would be an interval scale
(Clason and Donnody, 1994). However, this is usually not the case as Goldstein and Hersen
(1984, p.52) state this clearly: "The level ofsealing obtainedfrom the Likert procedure is rather
difficult to determine. The scale is clearly at least ordinal (. ..) In order to achieve an interval
scale, the properties on the scale variabie have to correspond to difJerences in the trail on the
natural variabie. Since ft seems unlikely that the categories formed by the misalignment of the
jive responses wil! al! be equal, the interval scale assumption seems unlikely. "

Thus, the Likert scale should be regarded as an ordinal scale in the analysis of this research.
Some other aspects that need attention when fonnulating the questionnaire are summarized in
Table 3. The final questionnaire is depicted in Appendix 7.

Table 3: Points of Attention when Formulatinl! the Questionnaire, adapted from ISIZ (2002)
- tailor the questions to the tarÇJet ÇJroup - avoid sUÇJÇJestive questions
- watch the lenqth of the questionnaire - avoid complex retrospective questions
- watch the used lanÇJuaÇJe - use c10sed questions in stead of open
- draft unambiquous questions - formulate precise answer possibilities
- start with important questions - ioqicallv structure the questionnaire
- start with interesting questions - the introduction must be catching

5) Execute a pilot run to test the questionnaire
After approval of the mentors the questionnaire was tested by five companies from the UB
database to fine tune the questions and control the answer possibilities. By means of a short visit

18 A technique for the measurement of attitudes developed by Rensis Likert in 1932
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the questionnaire was discussed with some entrepreneurs. The comments and ideas were taken
into account to produce a final optimized version of the questionnaire. This was put online via
www.enquetemaken.be. With some help of colleagues and friends a pilot run was conducted to
delete the last imperfections and optimize the questionnaire. Another important aspect is to check
the output. What kind of output is produced and can it be analyzed? All these aspects have been
checked to be certain.

6) Send the questionnaire to the respondents
Preferably send the questionnaire on a Thursday or Friday so that the respondent can use the
weekend to fill in the questionnaire. It is also not wise to send a questionnaire just before a
holiday or vacation. After some consuitation with the IeT department from the TUle, it appeared
that an email canbesendt0500people atonce. This is important as the sample is bigger than
500 and hence must be send in three different steps. After sending the questionnaire to 1203
SMEs several emails (109) were retumed due to an invalid email address, a full mailbox, or other
system failures. Finally, the number of successful sent emails was 1094. In total, 185 cases
remain after checking for missing values which makes the response rate 16,9% (185/1 094).

7) Duration of the research
It is sensible to set a deadline for sending the answers. It appears that the majority of the
respondents should answer within three days (Marketingfacts, 2008) and for the laggards the
questionnaire will be open for two weeks.

4.4 Conclusion
In this research methodology the most important
issues are described and discussed in order to
execute the master thesis effectively. After
composing the research questions and introducing
the case company, the research design and
methodology were discussed. Since the research
question is applied to a case study it is important to
provide a feedback to the general knowledge
transfer process between knowledge institutes and
SMEs within the Netherlands. This research closely
follows the reflective cycle which is based on Van
Aken (2004) and is depicted in Figure 8.

To guarantee the construct validity, the questions in
the questionnaire are formulated based on the
propositions. The relationships between the

Figure 8: Research according to the Reflective Cycle
variables and various groups are analyzed. The
external validity is limited as is described in the limitations of this study in genera!. Reliability is
achieved by introducing various companies that differ in size, innovativeness, sector, and so
forth. Eventually, the aim is to improve the process for UB as weil as other intermediaries in
order to increase the effectiveness ofthis process within the Netherlands.
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Part 111: Research Results, Improvements, and Conclusions
In this final part the results of the research and its implications will be summarized and clarified.
First, the results from the interviews with people from UB, Syntens, and the knowledge institutes
are provided. Then, the results of the questionnaire are discussed and accordingly explained. This
will result in some findings about the current knowledge transfer process between these two
parties and the problem areas that arise. From the results a re-design model or system will be
developed that will serve as a basis for the actual improvement of the process.

5. Results of the Interviews
By interviewing several people from various institutes a general view with respect to the
knowledge transfer between SMEs and (public) knowledge institutes can be generated. The
interim results of the interviews are used as input for the questionnaire and can be tested in the
questionnaire. Since there are three different groups that were interviewed it is decided to split
the results into these three groups and per group into the three defined categories. Apart from
these groups also some interviews with other interesting parties (HAS 19 kennis transfer2û and
Avans university of applied sciences) are included. A summary of the results is presented in
Appendix 8.

5.1 The account managers trom United Brains
Based on interviews with 15 people that work for UB and are from various knowledge institutes
(TNO, ROC, Fontys, TUle) and various disciplines (ICT, (mechanical) engineering, marketing
management, chemical teclmology) some preliminary conclusions can be drawn.

The process/ content part
Firstly, the account managers can (in general) deal with all the questions from the companies
although they indicate that the number of questions has increased since the introduction of the
innovation vouchers.

What becomes evident from the interviews is that the first phase is the most important one. Many
people claimed that if the problem formulation or question articulation is clear, there are little
problems during the rest of the project. In addition to the above mentioned results, also the
average throughput time from receiving the question until assignment to a researcher is asked. It
appeared that there is a lot of variance in this throughput time caused by many factors
(motivation of people, availability of people, administrative issues etc) resulting in an average
throughput time from ane week ta several manths. Sometimes, when a specialist cannot be found
the question cannot be assigned. Within Fontys, several departments start a project two times a
year (February and September) which causes a very unstable throughput time. For example,
when a question is received in March it can be assigned in September at the earliest.

Furthermore, there was a question about the evaluation after completion of a project. It appeared
that some people (33%) evaluate sporadically and that it depends on the complexity of the
question. Another finding is that the 27% of the account managers do not evaluate themselves

19 HAS= Higher Agricultural School
20 Kennis transfer means knowledge transfer
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but leave it to the specialists or others. One thing that became crystal clear during these
interviews is that there are no procedures in which it is described what the account managers
should do with respect to evaluation.

The communication part
As indicated by the account managers, there are some differences between researchers and
entrepreneurs that frequently occur during the projects. Especially the inherent differences
between the two parties (as indicated in part one of this report) seem to matter in this
relationship.

The organization part
The question about the lack of time or capacity yields some contradictory results. Many people
(6) say that it is not a problem but 8 people indicate that is indeed a problem (3) or that it is the
biggest problem (5). When analyzing the data more carefully it appears that the people of Fontys
consider this a problem and that the others (ROC, TNO, TUle) do not have much trouble with
this aspect. Next, rewards are missing in many cases. Although this is true for the most institutes,
TNO and some departments of Fontys have integrated this into the regular activities of a
researcher. The additional problem at the TUle is that researchers are rewarded on the number of
publications and not on their collaboration with SMEs. A good example can be found with a
researcher from the TUle who eamed over € 240.000,- in the year 20061 2007 for the department
he works for. This shows that he cooperated a lot with SMEs and has done a good job with
respect to this aspect of his work. However, when he was assessed by the management of that
department he was told that his number of publications was very low and hence did not receive a
bonus. Conclusion, why should a researcher devote hisl her efforts to projects with SMEs when
it is not rewarded by the organization? This is a problem that needs attention.

Every account manager works wi th the database system and some (4) only work together with a
specialist from UB. The reason for this is that they are not familiar with the system and that it
takes too much time to do it alone. This is reflected in the next question because 47% of the
people cannot find the requested information within an acceptable time limit. This is a worrying
statistic as such a system is designed to facilitate the administrative process and not to hinder that
process. Moreover, 40% believes that the system contains superfluous information or steps. Then
the differences between the different phases in the system are not known (exactly) by 73% of the
respondents. Finally, the most mentioned comments are that the system is not user friendly, that
there are no procedures, and that there are some operational issues regarding adding and moving
information.

5.2 The specialists (rom the knowledge institutes
In the interviews with the account managers, every person was asked to appoint someone that
has executed some projects with the SMEs via UB. Consequently, two specialists from the ROC,
five from Fontys, and three from the TUle were interviewed. These people conducted about 126
projects together so on average 12,6 projects per person for UB. This interview is also divided in
a process part, a communication part, and an organizational part and hence the results are
discussed in the same manner.
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The process/ content part
One of the first questions was about the operating procedure of UB. It appeared that 50% of the
respondents did not know exactly how UB operates and what their activities are. Next, in the
research from Peutz (2007) it was hypothesized that the research design was either fixed by the
entrepreneur or up to the researcher. In spite of this hypothesis, all interviewed researchers
claimed that the research design is up to them with the entrepreneur's approval.

The communication part
The communication between researcher and entrepreneur is very important to assure a good
results and satisfied people. The questions to the specialists deal with the main differences
between both parties and what the specialist's reasons are for rejecting a project.

Looking at the reasons for rejecting a project, it appears that a wrong fit is the most mentioned
reason for rejecting a project. This seems odd as the account managers do not mention this at all
and claim that there are other reasons for declining a project. This can be explained by knowing
that the interviewed specialists are all motivated people who like doing these projects. Thus,
aspects like lack of time or financial rewards are less applicable to them. Next, it was suggested
that different expectations form a problem; however 70% of the specialist claim that this is
solved in the beginning of the project and does not become a real problem. Another question was
about the response to UB in case the specialist rejects a project. Nearly all specialists (80%)
respond within an acceptable time limit to UB. Exceptions are two researchers from the TUle
who indicated that they have other more important things to do that hinder them from responding
fast. Finally, some people commented that the intermediary function of UB is good to bring these
two people (entrepreneurs and researchers) together.

The organization part
In every project there are some administration and financial issues that play a role. Two
questions about (1) possible problems with offers and (2) the role of UB are asked to the
specialists. There are no problems with drawing up an offer (as suggested by some account
managers) although there are differences. It is remarkable that 40% does not draw up an offer
because either the account manager does that or no offers are used with these projects.
Furthermore, most people indicate that the role of UB is good although they could be more
involved (with respect to administrative and communicative issues) and increase their publicity
among the specialists. Also some respondents state that they would like to have more projects
from UB. These are the more commercialized parties like ILEe (Fontys) and LIME (TUle) who
have to earn money to secure their right to exist.

5.3 The innovation advisors trom Syntens
Since this master thesis project is executed on the authority of UB and Syntens, also the Syntens
advisors should be included. They stand closer to the situation of the SMEs and can therefore
give a good view on their thoughts and needs with respect to knowiedge. Because they have
another function the interview questions are adapted.

The cooperation part
According to the three Syntens advisors, 23% of the SMEs does already work with the
knowledge institutes. There is a difference in sectors since the technical companies (especially
the food sector due to cooperation with the HAS) cooperate more than non-technical companies.
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On the question what kind of knowledge was requested by the SMEs the opinions were divided.
Both supplementary as weil as complementary knowledge is demanded. All Syntens advisors
agree that the majority of the demanded knowledge is explicit! tangible as opposed to implicit/
intangible knowiedge. One advisor stated that "in 90% of all projects the SMEs need tangible
knowledge ".

The project part
The indicated problems are not new and have been indicated by both the account managers as
weil as the specialists from the knowledge institutes. The things that are new are the acceptance
of a project without taking action and that the execution is not as expected. Again, the difference
in expectations emerges and more important the disappointment of the entrepreneur. This is the
most important finding that was not indicated by the other actors.

The communication part
Communication between researcher and entrepreneur is not going smoothly and is caused by the
already named differences (different expectations and different procedures) between the two.
The main difference that the Syntens advisors indicated is that the entrepreneurs are
commercially orientated and the researchers are curious and would like to win the Nobel Prize.

The organizational part
On the question if the advisors are familiar with UB and their operating procedures they all
answered that they know it in genera1 and that they sometimes refer some projects to DB. Apart
trom that, the advisors believe that the intention of UB is good but that it can be more effective
when they respond faster and improve their publicity towards the SMEs. Furthermore, some
advisors believe that the need for cooperation with a knowledge institute is not present within
most SMEs. They already have lots of advisors and partners to cooperate with that are more
commercially aimed and hence easier to contact.

5.4 Results of other interviews
From interviews with Syntens advisors it appeared that HAS kennis transfer performs very weil
with respect to the cooperation with agricultural companies and SMEs so it is worthwhile to
speak to them. Furthermore, the Avans university of applied sciences is another big player in The
Netherlands that is interesting to interview.

HAS kennis transfer
In the interview with the vice director of HAS kennis transfer the aim was to discover how they,
as a knowledge institute, cooperate with companies and specifically SMEs and how DB and
other intermediaries can leam from that. The findings are the following:

• They have 50 full time employees and 100 part time employees (researchers);
• They buy capacity (hours from researchers) from the HAS school;
• Both explicit as weil as tacit knowledge is requested, most knowledge is complementary;
• HAS kennis transfer is a knowledge company and not a knowledge institute;
• All researchers from the HAS have to contribute a part of their effort to commercial

activi ties;
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• Very little problems with and during projects -+ average throughput time from question until
project is 2 weeks;

• HAS kennis transfer has a structured evaluation process.

The managing director declared that the strength of HAS kennis transfer is that they stand both
close to the entrepreneur (they know the developments and specific problems in that branch) as
wel! as to the knowledge institute. The HAS knowledge institute is supporting this cooperation
for twenty years now and with application interviews it is stressed that commercial activities
with companies are part of the job. This is a big advantage in comparison with UB as they must
search and drudge for people that would like to do a project with an SME. A lack of management
attention to this function results in the absence of capacity and motivation for such projects.

Avans university of applied sciences
The interview with the vice director of the academy for engineering and information technology
from Avans serves the same goal as the interview with the HAS kennis transfer representative;
how cooperates this knowledge institute with SMEs and how can UB and other intermediaries
leam from this. The findings from the interview are listed here:

• Avans does not have a central institute like UB;
• The contact with companies is supported by 'lectoraten' which consist of a network of

different parties that help each other on a specific topic (e.g. durability questions);
• Most companies are SMEs (90%) and preferably with > 100 employees;
• The innovation vouchers are barely used by Avans;
• Some researchers have a relationships with companies and every department has

connections but they are not very structured and known by everybody;
• Only a small part ofthe researchers (20%) is motivated to cooperate with companies as part

oftheir regular activities;
• Mr Prumpeler knows UB although he is one ofthe few within Avans;
• He is interested in the way UB deals with the cooperation between SMEs and knowledge

institutes and likes to set up such a thing in the area of 's-Hertogenbosch. However, he is not
that influential to change a whole institute but is curious about the results of this research and
its implications.

5.5 Conclusions of the Interviews
After consuiting many people from different parties and disciplines some preliminary
conclusions can be drawn that are especially useful for UB. First, there are various barriers in the
relationship between SMEs and knowledge institutes due to different expectations, cultures,
aims, and approaches which complicate this cooperation process. Also time and capacity play a
significant role in appointing a project to a specialist from a knowledge institute. Another finding
is the absence of direct rewards in some knowledge institutes resulting in a limited number of
people who are willing to execute these projects. Although this seems all very negative there are
also positive findings namely almost every person believes that UB does a good job and that this
initiative should be supported in the future. Next, when comparing the current situation of UB
with Avans it can be concluded that Avans is in a premature stadium in comparison with UB
with respect to cooperation with SMEs.
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6. Analysis and Results of the Questionnaire
The aim of the questionnaire is to test the propositions and discover relationships between the
various variables in order to improve the decision making towards an improved cooperation
process. The prominent question here is how to analyze the data and draw conclusions? In the
article of Clason and Domody (1994) some methods for analyzing Likert-type items are
discussed. After reviewing 95 scientific articles they deterrnined that 54% only reported
descriptive statistics, 13% used nonparametric statistical techniques, and 34% used parametrical
statistical procedures to compare and analyze the various variables. They demonstrate these
statistics to show that there is some ambiguity in analyzing Likert-type items. In this research,
the descriptive statistics will be used together with a one sample t-test to test if a variabie
deviates significantly from its mean. Furthermore, nonparametric statistical techniques are used
to further investigate the differences between groups. The parametric tests will not be conducted
since there are no parametric items (apart from the evaluation criteria) in this questionnaire. This
analysis, and the application in the software package SPSS, will be largely based on the books by
Hair et al. (2006) and De Vocht (2002). First the analysis is discussed where after the results are
displayed.

6. 1 Analysis of the Questionnaire
Before the questionnaire can be analyzed it has to be assured that the received data is ready for
the analysis. The data will be arranged and examined in a few steps:

• Define variabIe codes: All the data will be put in an Excel file and the variabie codes will be
defined.

• Exclude or transform open questions from database and put them in a separate
worksheet: The open questions and irrelevant questions for the analysis will be put in a
separate worksheet. These questions are not suited for the actual analysis with SPSS however
can be used as merely qualitative data.

• Convert yes/ no questions into the integers '0' and '1 ': To process the data in SPSS the
yes/ no questions have to be converted into integers.

• Convert questions with multiple answer possibilities: For example, in question 4 it is
possible to choose one answer or multiple answers. To convert this into one answer a
technique from a fellow graduate student (Mulders, 2008) is used. His idea was to use binary
counting (2/\0, 2/\ I, 2/\2 etc) by ascribing a binary value to every answer possibility. So
answer possibility A gets a I, B=2, C=4, D=8, E=16. When summing up the values from all
the ticked answers from one respondent, a unique answer is the result. E.g. ll = 1+2+8 =
A+B+D. By using this method, multiple answers can be converted into one answer which
c1arifies the results ofthe questionnaire.

• Determine reversal items and convert them: Reversal items are included In the
questionnaire and have to be converted to facilitate the analysis in SPSS.
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• Check for missing va lues and outliers: From the 196 responses some contained missing
values. In total, 185 cases remain after checking for missing values which makes the
response rate 16,9% (185/ 1094). The check for outliers is also executed however there are no
outliers in this questionnaire.

Now that the data is structured, it is ready for analysis in SPSS and for testing the formulated
propositions.

6.1.1 Factor analysis
Multivariate data analysis is a tooi to analyze multiple measurements on individuals or objects
under investigation simultaneously by using statistical techniques (Hair et al., 2006). The
building block of multivariate data analysis is the variate; a single value which represents a
number of variables/ questions with the same characteristics. To make the analysis more
powerful and reliable, a factor analysis can be executed. In the words of Hair et al. (2006, p.17)
"Factor analysis (. ..) can be used to analyze interrelationships among a large mlmber of
variables to explain these variables in terms of their common underlying dimensions (factors) ".
The objective is to condense the information from the original variables into a smaller set of
variates with a minimal loss of information. Since the questionnaire consist of many variables
factor analysis is a perfect tooi to condense the information into a few factors to make the
analysis more powerful and reliable.

In appendix 9 the design and interpretation of the factor analysis is grounded and described
according to the methodology of Hair et al. (2006). A factor matrix is obtained and the factors
can be labeled. Against expectations, this labeling deviates from the initial categorization of
communication, organization, content, and process. However, the variables that load on one
factor do have enough communalities and similar characteristics to function as a single factor.
The 7 factors that are determined are the following:

1) Process/ content
2) Reasons for cooperation
3) Role ofthe intermediary
4) Improvements for knowledge institutes
5) Role of vouchers
6) Company characteristics
7) First contact

(PR)
(RC)
(RI)
(IM)
(VOU)
(CC)
(Fe)

These factors do have some similarities with the described categories in the report but are not
quite the same. When looking more closely, factor 6 is a genera1variabIe and does not have to be
placed within one of the categories. Factors 2, 3, and 4 can be split into other variables that
comply with one of the categories. Factor 5 belongs to the organization category and the factors
1 and 7 belong to the process/ content category. So, these factors can be translated into the initial
categories although they do not load that specifically on one factor. After performing some tests
on the new factors it appeared that the results for regression cannot be used in this research.
Unfortunately the factor analysis can only be used to indicate that some factors exist in this
research but the subsequent analysis cannot be executed and therefore the results cannot be used.
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6.1.2 Analysis of the variables
The analysis of the variables will start with some descriptive statIstIcs after which the
propositions are tested. This will be done by using a one sample t-test that compares the mean of
one sample to a fixed estimate (in this case 3 since this is the neutral value). A significant result
indicates that the group's mean differs from the fixed value. Strictly speaking, ordinal data
cannot be analyzed by using the t-test, however, after some deliberation with some researchers
from the TUle it appeared that they also use this statistic and approve this for this kind of
research. Moreover, the study of Clason and Domody (1994) illustrates that all kinds of
statistical techniques are used for the analysis of Likert scale variables.

6.2 Results of the Questionnaire
In total, 185 SMEs have answered the questionnaire completely and are used in the analysis. ft
appears that 27% has cooperated once with a knowledge institute, 43% has cooperated 2-5 times,
13% has cooperated 6-10 times, and 17% more than 10 times. With respect to the size of the
companies 48% of the respondents has between 1-5 employees, 12% between 6-10 employees,
22% between 11-50 employees, 7% between 51-100 employees, and 11 % more than 100
employees. In appendix 10 a complete overview of the questionnaire statistics is depicted. Apart
from these descriptive statistics the propositions will first be tested after which the data is further
analyzed by means of nonparametric statistics to find any differences between groups. Finally,
the open-ended questions will be discussed.

6.2.1 Testing the propositions
The propositions provided in this report are tested by means of the questionnaire. The descriptive
data and the results of the one sample t-tests (test value = 3) are depicted in Appendix 11. After
each proposition is indicated if the proposition is supported (+), not supported (-) or if no
conclusion can be drawn based on these results (±). Some propositions cannot be tested by
means of a t-test but by descriptive statistics, therefore the proposition cannot be proved although
it can be indicated as supportive or unsupportive.

Processl content
• SMEs find it hard to formulate a proper guestion (-)
Most of the respondents do not have a prob1em with formulating a proper question (mean=3,27,
significant).

• SMEs find it hard to find the right personl institute (+)
SMEs find it difficult to find the right person or institute (mean=2,59, significant).

• Do the reasons for cooperation to increase innovativeness apply to the SMEs? (+)

The most important reasons for cooperation are to increase the number and quality of innovative
ideas and the reason that the companies lack certain resources for starting an innovative project
on their own.

reduction of innovation risk;
increase in number and quality of innovative ideas;
lack of required knowiedge;
increase in innovation pace;
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lack of resources. (mean=3,99, significant)

• Tacit knowledge is regarded important in this cooperation (+)

The need for tacit knowledge is hard to formulate in a question and thus difficult to determine.
What can be measured is the acquired knowledge after the project is finished. 20% of the
companies acquired all details of the project, 24% acquired global knowledge of the project, and
45% acquired knowledge of the result and its possibilities. In conclusion, most companies are not
interested in the details (explicit) about the project but more in the result and its applicability.
Thus they do not necessary have to know 'what' but more the 'how' which indicates that tacit
knowledge is indeed more important.

• Especially complementary knowledge is needed by the SMEs (-)
What kind of knowledge companies need is an important question for the knowledge institutes
and the intermediary. It appears that 49,7% of the companies needs supplementary knowledge
and 50,3% of the companies needs complementary knowiedge. So both types of knowledge are
important and demanded from the companies.

• Ouestions from the SMEs are often multidisciplinary (+)

Most of the respondents indicate that their questions are mostly multidisciplinary (mean=3,71)
and this variabie is also significant.

• Experience in this cooperation process plays a significant role (+)

Compared with companies that have done a project once, companies that have done 2-5 projects
perform significantly better. With respect to the evaluation (scale from 1-10) of the project result
(5,24/6,48), evaluation of the knowledge institute (5,22/6,62), and the evaluation of the
intermediary (5,56/6,19). When doing more projects the evaluation criteria increase again and
hence also the overall satisfaction of the SMEs.

Communication
• Clarity of available knowledge within an institute is a problem (+)

The clarity of knowledge is measured by three variables which are all significant according to
the t-test. The first is about the clarity of the available knowledge within a knowledge institute
(mean=2,78) which is insufficient. On the question if the respondent would cooperate more when
the clarity of know1edge shou1d improve the majority agrees (mean=3,72). The last variabie
measures the improved clarity of knowledge due to the cooperation with a knowledge institute
(mean=3,53). The majority agrees to this question which implies that companies who cooperate
more often are more satisfied with the clarity of knowiedge. By looking at the other two
variables it can be concluded that the clarity of available knowledge is a problem and that the
companies will cooperate more when the clarity increases.

• First contact occurs mostly via personal networks or contacts (-)
If a company has prob1ems or ideas who do they contact first? 32% contact their supp1ier, 29% a
knowledge institute, 13% contact an intermediary and also 13% contact the customer, 8%
contact a consultant, and 5% contact a competitor. The other question is via which party the
company has made the first contact with a knowledge institute. It appears that 46% contacted the
knowledge institute themselves, 22% via Syntens, 17% via UB, 5% via fellow entrepreneurs, and
3% via friends or acquaintances. Hence, this proposition is not validated as friends/
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acquaintances and (maybe) entrepreneurs can be regarded as personal contacts which yield at
most 8% of the respondents.

• Differences between researcher and entrepreneur cause differences in expectations (±)

Are there different expectations between the company and the knowledge institute with respect
to the project(result)? On this question the mean of all the results is 2,94 but looking at the t-test
it is not significant. 31 % of the respondents agree that there are different expectations, 40% is
neutral, and 29% believe that there are no different expectations between the two. So this
proposition is not validated.

Organization
• According to the SMEs, Universities are the most important knowledge institutes (-)
When looking at the past cooperation with knowledge institutes the percentage of companies that
cooperated with at least one knowledge institute is as follows: ROC: 18%; TNO: 34%; TUle:
50%; Fontys: 52%. So, half of the companies have cooperated with the TUle and/ or Fontys. The
next question was which knowledge institute is the most important for the company where the
distribution is as follows: ROC: 2%; TNO: 10%; TUle: 21 %; Fontys: 24%. Apart from this
option, 43% of the companies indicated that their most important knowledge institute is a
different one. Some of them could not choose and some indicated other knowledge institutes
such as: Avans, HAN, KAHO Leuven, KAHO Gent, KU Leuven, Philips research, University of
Tilburg, TU Delft, TU Twente, University of Wageningen. There are a lot of universities
appointed as most important knowledge institutes but also universities of applied sciences are
popular.

• Accessibility of the knowledge institutes is sufficient (±)

The accessibility of the knowledge institutes is not significant (mean=2,92) so no conclusion can
be drawn from this variabie. The mean is however less than 3 so the accessibility can be
improved.

• Availability ofthe knowledge with the knowledge institutes is sufficient (+)

The availability of knowledge within the knowledge institutes (mean=3,25) is significant and
therefore sufficient according to the majority of the respondents.

• Long-tenn relationships are preferred compared to short-tenn relationships (+)

This proposition is significant and founded by the majority ofthe companies (mean=3,76).

• The role ofthe intennediary is considered useful in this cooperation (+)

This proposition can be divided in a coupIe variables that indicate the role of the intermediary.
The first variabie examined the number of projects that were initiated via UB. The conclusion is
that the majority of the companies contacted UB once (79%), 19% of the companies contacted
UB 2 to 5 times, and 2% contacted UB more than 5 times. Furthennore, 54% indicated that they
would have needed more help from an intennediary in finding a suitable contact within the
knowledge institutes. Another relevant question is in which part of the project the intennediary
helpsl accompanies the company. The results are depicted for the following phases:

Finding suitable person: (mean=3,21, significant)
During the project: (mean=2,84, significant)
Administration issues: (mean=2,76, significant)
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According to the respondents, the intermediary only helps in the first phase of the project
namely; finding a suitable person to start the project. The involvement during the project and
with respect to administration issues can be improved according to the responding companies.
Finally, the respondents are asked to grade the overall contribution of the intermediary and
indicated that the intermediary gets an average of 5,98 although 50% of the respondents provide
a grade of 7 or higher.

• The voucher regulation is a successful mechanism in the knowledge transfer process (+)
89% of the respondents is aware of the voucher regulation and 73% of the companies has
requested a voucher at least once. It was thought by several people that without the vouchers the
companies would hardly cooperate with a knowledge institute anymore. However, from the 73%
(=135 companies) that requested a voucher at least once, the majority indicates that they will also
cooperate with a knowledge institute without the voucher regulation (mean=3,24, significant).

6.2.2 Comparing groups
Apart from testing the propositions also other results can add value and give insight on the
implications of this research. For example, is there a difference in mean values across various
groups, innovativeness of companies, with or without vouchers, number of executed projects,
type of needed knowledge etc. For ordinal data, various independent groups/ samples can be
analyzed by using the Mann-Whitney test, the Kolmogorov-Smimov test, or the Kruskal-Wallis
test (De Vocht, 2007). Since the first two tests can only compare two independent groups (and in
this research mostly 4 or 5 groups are distinguished) the Kruskal-Wallis test is used the most.
Any possible association or relation between the groups is investigated and analyzed. The
significant relationships are described per group and the statistics are represented in Appendix
12.

Innovativeness
When testing the degree of innovativeness with the other variables some relations can be
discovered which are statistically significant. From the acquired data it appears that the more
innovative a company:
• the more experience with cooperating with a knowledge institute;
• the higher the need for cooperation;
• the higher the acquired clarity of knowledge with the institute;
• the bigger the company.

Most important knowledge institute
The scores from the knowledge institutes on the significant variables are represented in Table 4.
It can be seen that there are some minor differences between the various knowledge institutes
and that they have their strengths and weaknesses. The first variables are measured on a 5 point
Likert scale and the evaluation variables on alO point measure scale. One limitation of these
results is that only 4 people point out ROe as the most important institute hence this sample is
limited and conclusions should be drawn with caution. Another remark is about companies that
prefer other knowledge institutes. The 43% of the companies that prefer working with another
knowledge institute score (in general) lower on these variables than the companies that indicate
working with ROe, Fontys, TNO or TU/e. This could indicate that UB does facilitate this
relationship or simply that these knowledge institutes are superior compared to the others.
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21wBfI d IKsT bi 4 V . bi Ma e : ana e ean cores per now e Ige nstitute rom est to orst
Variabie Best Worst
Frequency of contact TUle (3.56) TNO (3.56) ROe (3,50) Fontys (3.13)
Throughput time project ROe (3,50) TNO (3,33) Fontys (3,20) TUle (2,58)
Application of results TNO (2,89) ROe (3,25) TUle (3,49) Fontys (3,69)
elarity of knowledge TNO (2,89) ROe (3,75) TUle (3,79) Fontys (3,84)
Motivation knowledge institute TNO (4,22) TUle (3,79) Fontys (3,76) ROe (3,25)
Price/quality ratio TUle (3,51) Fontys (3,47) TNO (3,33) ROe (3,00)
Evaluation of result TUle (6,92) ROe (6,75) Fontys (6,71) TNO (6,67)
Evaluation of knowledqe institute TNO (7,22) TUle (7,03) Fontvs (6,67) ROe (6,25)

Contact with a knowledge institute via ...
Does it matter for the other variables that the first contact between SMEs and knowledge
institutes went via Syntens, UB, or by themselves? It appears that companies who contacted a
knowledge institute for the first time directly compared with companies that made contact via an
intermediary:
• have done more projects with knowledge institutes;
• are better able to find a suitable person;
• are better abIe to formulate a question;
• are less satisfied about the role of the intermediary;
• are more satisfied about the end result.

From these results it looks like the intermediary is not adding value on some important aspects.
However, people that indicated that they have contacted the knowledge institute directly have
done significantly more projects and therefore have a better score. Looking at SMEs that have
done one project and contacted a knowledge institute directly, the scores are less than average as
is depicted in Figure 9.
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knowledge institute intermediary

Figure 9: Comparing Average Evaluation Criteria with First Project by Own Contact

21 The grey areas represent improvement items so not a high but a low score is the best here
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Experienee with knowledge institutes
This variable appears to be very important for the relationship with the knowledge institute.
When the number of projects with a knowledge institute increases the level of satisfaction of
many variables increases too. The more experience with the cooperation the more satisfaction
about the availability of knowledge, accessibility of knowledge and people, clarity of knowledge,
communication, motivation etc. Moreover, the evaluation of the project results and the
knowledge institute also increases with more experience as is depicted in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Relationship between Number of Projects and Evaluation Criteria
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Also the bigger and more innovative companies conduct more projects with the knowledge
institutes. However, asolid relationship is not present and bigger companies do not have a higher
evaluation as can be seen in Figure 11. There is a fluctuation in the evaluation criteria although a
clear association as in Figure 10 cannot be seen.
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Figure 11: Relationship between Company Size and Evaluation Criteria
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The voucher regulation
When testing the differences between companies who did request for a voucher (135) and did not
request for a voucher (50) only two variables appeared to be different. People who did request
for a voucher have done more projects via UB than people who did not request for a voucher.
Furthermore, the bigger companies are less likely to request for a voucher than the smaller
companies. This is in line with the expectations as people who have done several projects via UB
almost certainly requested for a voucher at least once. The other finding is also understandable as
a bigger company has enough resources and money to cooperate without using a voucher than
the smaller companies. Remarkably, there is no statistically significant difference between
companies that did or did not requested a voucher and the satisfaction level on the other
variables.

Type of requested knowledge
Looking at the type of requested knowledge it appears that companies who are looking for
complementary knowledge are more likely to cooperate by using vouchers, have a higher need
for an intermediary, have more problems with formulating a question, are more likely to pose a
multidisciplinary question, are more satisfied about the role of the intermediary during the
cooperation, are more satisfied about the contribution of the intermediary in total, and are in
general smaller in size.

Type of companies
Most branches score quite comparable on the three evaluation characteristics; however, other
branches score different. For example, the electro industry is satisfied with the project result and
the contribution of the knowledge institute but more negative about the role of the intermediary.
In general, the healthcare, electro industry, and advicel consultancy branches are the most
satisfied and the branches ICT, service industry, and trading are the least satisfied about the
results, the knowledge institute and the intermediary. When comparing the various branches with
the type of knowledge that they need, differences between the branches can be seen. SME
branches that are chiefly searching for supplementary knowiedge, complementary knowIedge, or
both types of knowledge are depicted in Table 5.

The food industry and the hotel and catering business are not discussed here since there is only
one respondent per branch which is too limited to draw any conclusions.

'N d KT bI 5 Ta e :ype ot ee ed nowledge per Branch
Supplementary knowledge Complementarv knowledge Both
Electro industry Healthcare Trading
Advicel consultancy Service industry Other industry
ICT Metall machine industry
Synthetic industry Transportationl logistics

Construction
Aqriculture

Size of a company:
The size of a company has some influence on other variables in the questionnaire (voucher
regulation, innovativeness, and number of projects) that are already mentioned.
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6.2.3 Results of open-ended questions
Since the answers of the open-ended questions are quite diverse and numerous they are
represented in Appendix 13. Here, a summation of answers will be given and some typical
answers will be shown. The first (partial) open question is about why a concemed knowledge
institute is the most important and is depicted in Figure 12. The most important reason why a
knowledge institute will be chosen is because they are the expert in the area of research that the
specific company needs. Some open answers to this question (by 18 people) were that this
knowledge institute is able to combine theory and practice, that they are located in the area of the
company, and are motivated to do these projects.

10%

I Expert

• Good price/quality ratio

o Best results

o Reliable partner

• Good cormunication skiils

18%

Figure 12: Most Important Knowledge Institute because....

Another (partial) open-ended question was about the acquired knowledge after a project is ended.
Apart from the closed answers (20% of the companies acquired all details of the project, 24%
acquired global knowledge of the project, and 45% acquired knowledge of the result and its
possibilities) the remaining answers were quite negative. Some quotes are the following: "they
know more and I know nothing", "I still don 't know anything", "I know that there is afollow-up
project ", "the quality of the supplied knowledge is insufJicient ". Although these comments
illustrate that there are only negative experiences with a knowledge institute this is not the case
since there are only 8 open answers from 185 respondents.

In the questionnaire, five reasons for cooperating with a knowledge institute are formulated.
Apart from these reasons there was also a question about other reasons for cooperation which
are; a professional image towards customers, a fresh view, network function, up-to-date
knowiedge, not reinventing the wheel, access to resources and facilities, etc. From these answers
it can be concluded that there is indeed a need for cooperation with knowledge institutes. Aside
from reasons for cooperating there is also a question about reasons for NOT cooperating with a
knowledge institute. 25 people gave an answer like the following; other culture, not commercial
enough, too expensive, poor accessibility, no contact from the knowledge institute, poor end
results, etc. Although only 25 people responded, the answers are quite negative thus need to be
considered in the re-design model.

In the last open-ended question the respondents could give their suggestions, comments or ideas
with respect to their needs as a company. About 35 people took this opportunity and wrote quite
extensive stories. A complete overview can be found in Appendix 13, a summary of often
mentioned comments are the following; communication and contact between both parties needs
to be improved, companies need more clarity of the available knowiedge, more insight in cost
structure of the projects, SMEs are not always taken seriously by the knowledge institutes. These
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open-ended questions give a distorted image of the relationship between knowledge institutes
and SMEs because many answers are negative. This can be explained by the fact that people who
are positive hardly answer to these open questions. However, for making improvements these
results are useful and will definitely be considered in the re-design model.

6.3 Conclusion
Oue to the many items in the questionnaire several analyses and groups can be compared and the
temptation of analyzing too much needs to be taken into account. In this Chapter the propositions
were analyzed and tested and subsequently several groups were compared. Relationships that
were not significant or practically irrelevant are omitted. The analyzed data can now be used to
draw conclusions and to be compared to the results of the interviews. The next Chapter will
delve deeper into this matter and tries to search for explanations of the results.
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7. Implications and Re-design Model
In this Chapter the implications of certain results are discussed and compared which will lead to
some main areas that need to be improved. The re-design model will try to solve or control these
areas and tries to accomplish a better knowledge transfer process between SMEs and knowledge
institutes.

7. 1 Implications
As from the beginning of this report the three categories of (1) process/ content, (2)
communication, and (3) organization were identified as most important aspects of the
cooperation between knowledge institutes and SMEs and therefore are also distinguished here.

7.1.1 Implications for the processl content part
From literature (Peutz, 2007; Roelofsen, 2008) and interviews it was expected that SMEs have
difficulties in forrnulating a proper knowledge question. The questionnaire proved otherwise
since the result was positive and indicated that the majority of the respondents do not have
problem with this. This seems odd as within UB many people stressed that often the knowledge
question is not the right question and that the real underlying question needs to be extracted by
the account manager of UB in an intake meeting. This can be explained by an overestimation by
the companies, they will not easily admit that they have difficulties with this aspect. Companies
that need supplementary knowledge have fewer problems with forrnulating a question than
companies that need complementary knowiedge. This is a distinction that needs to be
implemented in the system of UB and should receive extra attention when dealing with SMEs
that need complementary knowiedge.

Another aspect that was expected to be a potential problem is the difficulty in finding the right
person for the job. This is confirmed by the SMEs in the questionnaire as they have indeed
difficulties with finding a specialist for their question. The results show that SMEs that search for
complementary knowledge do not have more problems with finding the right person but do have
a higher need for using an interrnediary. This seems obvious since searching for a different kind
of knowledge than the own discipline is more difficult because the amount of absorptive capacity
is smaller (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Hamel, 1991; Narasimhan et al., 2006). To absorb new
knowledge in your own discipline is easier than absorbing knowledge from other disciplines. In
the re-design model this distinction will be made.

The need and the reasons for cooperation with knowledge institutes, as forrnulated by De Man
and Duysters (2002), are present in the majority of the SMEs. The most important drivers for
engaging in this alliance are the increase in number and quality of innovative ideas and the lack
of resources for such a project.

In line with the literature about knowledge transfer between SMEs and knowledge institutes
(Desouza and Awazu, 2006), companies are predominantly interested in tacit knowledge so more
the 'how' than the 'what'. Another differentiation is the type of knowledge that is needed.
According to Knudsen (2007), complementary knowledge (compared to supplementary
knowiedge) offers more opportunities for leaming and innovative questions and was expected to
be needed the most by the SMEs. This is not the case as both types of knowledge are equally
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needed by the SMEs. An explanation can be sought in the demographic factors of the high-tech
area of Eindhoven. Many technical specialists are located in this area and need more specific,
supplementary knowledge within their discipline. That could be a reason for the fact that both
types of knowledge are equally needed. AIso, the distinction between branches that mainly need
either supplementary or complementary knowledge needs to be investigated further due to the
limited sample size. Probably the conclusion can be drawn that certain branches are more likely
to search for complementary knowledge and hence need more attention from the intermediary.

The proposition that the knowledge questions from the SMEs are often multidisciplinary is
supported by literature (Peutz, 2007), interviews, and the questionnaire. This is indeed a dilemma
since the power of most knowledge institutes is that they have various departments, each with
their own researchers which are per definition specialists. Although reality cannot be changed
but it can be taken into account and possibly solved by combining specialists from various
disciplines to do a project.

Experienced SMEs have fewer difficulties in the cooperation with knowledge institutes and score
better. The concepts of organizational leaming (Argote, 1999) and alliance capabilities
(Heimeriks and Duysters, 2007) can explain this phenomenon. This should be clearly
communicated towards the SMEs to show that the results will improve in every project with a
knowledge institute.

7.1.2 Implications tor the communication part
For the majority of the companies it is not clear what and where the needed knowledge is
available in a knowledge institute. This lack of clarity can also be associated with the difficulty
of finding a suitable person within a knowledge institute. Additionally, the respondents indicate
that if this clarity improves they are more willing to cooperate with the knowledge institute. The
last finding was that the people indicate that the clarity improves when they have cooperated
more often with a knowledge institute. Again this finding stresses the importance of the first
cooperation with a knowledge institute. In Table 4 (subsection 6.2.2), the distinction between the
various knowledge institutes is made and can be seen that TNO scores the best and Fontys scores
the worst with respect to clarity of knowiedge. Furthermore, it appears that the more innovative a
company is the more the clarity of available knowledge increases after cooperation. This clarity
is an important aspect of the total knowledge transfer process as was also indicated in the
interviews with the Syntens advisors and needs to be discussed in the re-design part.

Literature (Braaksma et al., 2003; Kemp and Borger,
2001) claimed that the first contact with a knowledge
institute occurs mostly via personal networks. In
Figure 13 can be seen that the majority of the SMEs
contacts the knowledge institutes directly or via
Syntens or UB. Contacts via personal networks are
negligible.

The difference in expectations between researchers
and entrepreneurs is often named in literature but not
supported by the SMEs. Also the interviews
suggested that this is often a problem and needs to be
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conquered in the beginning of the project to prevent difficulties during the project. An
explanation could be that UB has done a good job in articulating the question to structure the
project planning and avoid any misunderstandings. Another explanation can be the inadequate
design of the question in the questionnaire which results in more positive outcomes. This is an
aspect to consider and can be controlled by cornmunicating very clear1y before and during every
project.

7.1.3 Implications tor the organization part
Besides the clarity of knowiedge, also the availability and the accessibility of knowledge should
be good to facilitate the relationship between SMEs and knowledge institutes. Research by Kemp
and Borger (2001) showed that the SMEs are positive regarding these aspects. However, the
questionnaire indicated that the availability of knowledge is good but the accessibility is not
good. Although it is not proven that the accessibility is significantly bad it is a point of attention
that is also illustrated by the clarity of knowledge and some answers to open-ended questions and
results from interviews.

In line with the expectations (Braaksma et al., 2003) the majority of the SMEs prefer long-term
relationships above short-term relationships. It is important to invest in a cooperation to reap the
fruits of this relationship in the future. The results of the questionnaire also show that the more
experience the SMEs have with the knowledge institutes, the more satisfied they are about the
cooperation and performance ofthe knowledge institutes.

The role of the knowledge broker/ intermediary is a very important aspect in this research as UB
and Syntens perform the role of intermediary and are hence interested in their current
performance and how and where this could be improved. From the results of the questionnaire
can be derived that the vast majority contacted UB once. Moreover, the SMEs believe that UB
helps them in finding the right person but are not satisfied about the role of UB during the project
and with the administration issues of a project. Either UB should try to improve their
performance or they have to make clear to the SMEs that their strength lies in the coupling
process and that the rest of the project should be executed with the concemed specialist from a
knowledge institute. The latter option seems the most realizable as UB has consciously chosen
this approach. Finally, the overall evaluation of the intermediary comes down to the grade 5,98
although 50% of the SMEs provide a grade of 7 or higher.

The vast majority (89%) of the respondents is aware of the voucher regulation and 73%
requested a voucher at least once. Furthermore, SMEs who have requested a voucher have done
more projects via UB than SMEs who did not. Also the size of a company matters as big
companies are less likely to request for a voucher since they have more resources available. As
described eariier there are no other differences between people who requited for a voucher or did
not request for a voucher. Also without using vouchers the SMEs are willing to cooperate with a
knowledge institute

7.1.4 What to improve?
After summing up all the results there are a few aspects that can and need to be improved which
are the following:

• stress the importanee for the first phase of cooperation;
• stress the importanee of the first cooperation with a knowledge institute;
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• emphasize the intennediary's role and its boundaries;
• discriminate between companies looking for supplementary/ complementary knowiedge;
• finding the right person and knowledge institute faster;
• clarify the available knowledge within the knowledge institutes.

7.2 Re-design Model
The objective of the re-design model is to integrate the points of improvement and increase the
effectiveness of the knowledge transfer process between SMEs and knowledge institutes. Since
this fonn of cooperation is not limited to the Netherlands and also occurs in many other countries
it is worthwhile to look at other mechanisms for facilitating this cooperation before introducing a
re-design model that already exists. This will maybe lead to new insights and prevents from
reinventing the wheel.

7.2.1 Existing cooperation mechanisms for 5MEs and knowledge institutes
Apart from the voucher regulation there is also the RAAK22 regulation that tries to enhance the
cooperation between SMEs and knowledge institutes by setting up regional projects that can be
interesting for many companies (Stichting Innovatie Alliantie, 200S). These kinds of
mechanisms are used in several European countries from which I will briefly describe a few.

The cluster arrangement in the region Nijmegen (The Netherlands) provides financial support for
the fonnation of cooperative clusters between SMEs and research institutes. The objective of this
mechanism is to promote investment in R&D for companies in Nijmegen Kanaalgebied
(European Urban Knowledge Network, 2002).

The university of Brighton (UK) developed a peer network, called ProfitNet, to support local
SMEs. Through this network, the university offers its expertise to the local SMEs. Participation
in the network is free and from the 300 SME participants 94% claimed that they have benefited
from the network which makes it a successful mechanism (European Urban Knowledge
Network, 2004).

A Gennan programme called PRO INNO is developed for enhancing the innovation
competencies of SMEs by coupling them with other companies and research institutes. In this
way there is a funding for regional clustering between public and private (Ruhland, 2005).
Another mechanism is introduced by the ISW23 with the aim of strengthening the position of the
SMEs in Saxony-Anhalt with a direct research support and the settlement of new polymer
orientated enterprises to develop the region to an international centre of polymers in the heart of
Central Gennany (Fiedler, 2006).

INSME, the International Network for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises, is a non profit
association that aims at fostering international cooperation and public and private partnerships
among players and intennediaries worldwide to help bridge the innovation and knowledge gap
for SMEs (INSME, 2003).

22 Regionale Aandacht en Actie voor Kenniscirculatie
23 Institut rur Strukturpolitik und Wirtschaftsfcirderung
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From these examples can be concluded that many countries and organizations are looking into
the facilitation of the knowledge transfer between SMEs and knowledge institutes. However, the
operational and organizational aspects of the cooperation are not mentioned at all so the re
design model will be based on the results of the interviews and the questionnaire.

7.2.2 A new model for knowledge transfer between SMEs and knowledge
institutes
The improved model is depicted in Appendix 14 and 15 and shows the various processes and
decision moments during the entire knowledge transfer process between SMEs and knowledge
institutes via an intermediary.

The process starts in Appendix 14 with the role of the intermediary. A company introduces a
question to the intermediary and fills in a form with company characteristics like size, sector,
address, use of vouchers, and the content of the question. At the intermediary, the questions will
be discussed and distributed among the account managers that are specialized in the specific
discipline of the question. Until now the process has not changed but at this point a critical
change will occur. Namely, the determination between 'normal' and difficult projects: is this the
first cooperation project with a knowledge institute ancIJ or; does the SME need complementary
knowiedge? If the situation complies with one of these two aspects this situation needs more
attention from the intermediary than normally. Hence, the results from the questionnaire
indicated that the first project is very difficult and that people searching for complementary
knowledge need more help from an intermediary. This is a critical distinction which has to be
made to improve the knowledge transfer process.

Theoretically, every account manager should visit the specific company to articulate and fine
tune the knowledge questions. However, due to many other important matters the account
managers are not always able to visit the company and as a consequence need to choose. SMEs
that have never done a project ancIJ or search for complementary knowledge need to be visited
and the rest can be contacted by phone or email. Furthermore, some other important aspects need
to be clarified more explicitly. The intermediary has to:

clarify the role ofthe intermediary and its limitations;
point out the differences between researchers and entrepreneurs that can play a role
during this cooperation;
indicate that the quality of the end result from a knowledge institute may be less than
when contacting a professional consultancy firm;
clarify the fact that when complications occur during the project the intermediary should
be contacted to solve possible difficulties.

When the above mentioned aspects are communicated, the intermediary can search for a
specialist to make the connection with the SME. Sometimes the required specialist cannot be
found, has no time! capacity, or is not in need ofthis cooperation. In this case other opportunities
will be explored and if possible the question will be forwarded to other knowledge institutes
throughout the country. In this case the role of the intermediary has ended. When a specialist is
found the intermediary only operates in the background and monitors the process.
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The story continuous in Appendix 15 where the SME and the specialist meet to delineate the
project objectives. Hereafter the needs, constraints, and resources can be analyzed and a project
plan is generated. Now both parties have to decide if they agree to the terms and can start the
project. If not, either a new negotiation can be undertaken or the cooperation can be finished and
the SME can search for possible other parties to work with. When they do agree to the terms the
project is started.

Then a brief introduction into project management shows that most projects are executed in
various phases, depending on the size of the project, and that each phase yields some interim
results that have to be assessed and may be revised. After each phase the interim results are
measured and compared to the initiaI project plan. If the results are sufficient and both parties
agree, the project moves on to the next phase. If not, a feedback loop is added in the process
which aUows for corrections and/ or adaptations in the project. After one or several project
execution phases the final project phase wiU be executed and again the results wiU be assessed. If
both the SME entrepreneur as weU as the specialist from the knowledge institute are satisfied
with the result of the project it can be transferred to the SME. For every project it can be
determined if (or if not) an implementation should be included in the agreement.

During the cooperation between the SME and the specialist from the knowledge institute the
intermediary is monitoring the process. It is not possible for the intermediary to follow every
detail of the process. However, it is recommended that the specific account manager contacts the
two parties once or twice during the process to track the cooperation process. As advised, the
intermediary should clearly communicate that the SME and the knowledge institute them selves
are responsible for a successful cooperation and that the intermediary can be consulted anytime if
difficulties occur.

In appendix 14, the role of the intermediary continuous with an evaluation that will (presumably)
be held by phone two or three weeks after the transfer of the results to the SME. When
systematically evaluating, the entire process can be monitored and improved wherever necessary.
According to Zhu (2002, p.I-2) performance evaluation can "(i) reveal the strengths and
weaknesses af business aperatians, activities, and pracesses; (ii) better prepare the business ta
meet its custamers' needs and requirements; and (iii) identify appartunities ta imprave current
aperatians and pracesses ". Eventually, all parties can profit from the performance evaluation
and can contribute towards a better cooperation.

Currently, the intermediary is not abIe to evaluate systematically due to a lack of time and other
activities that have precedence. This can be solved by either sending an email with an evaluation
form or by calling the company and ask for the required performance indicators. The latter
option seems the most successful as a phone caU yields (almost) a guaranteed response and an
email does not. A student can be used to eaU the companies and process the acquired data in an
excel database. An example evaluation document is depicted in appendix 16 and can be used as
feedback to the intermediary.

7.3 Recommendations
Most points of improvement are implemented in the re-design model although some of them
have to be solved in another way. The intermediary model is adapted but its liaison function
remains almost the same. However, the cooperation process also covers the knowledge institutes
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and especially there opportumtles for change are present. From the questionnaire and the
interviews there are two additional items that need to be improved to improve the knowledge
transfer process between the SMEs and the knowledge institutes.

1) Find the right person and knowledge institute faster
The SMEs indicated that they have difficulties in finding the right person and/ or knowledge
institute to cooperate with. This is a task of the intermediary but depends heavily on the
availability and motivation of the specialists within the knowledge institutes. This is indeed a
problem because the specialists have many other activities and have limited capacity to do these
projects. If knowledge institutes really would like to valorize their knowledge and cooperate
more often with SMEs, there has to be increasing management attention from the board of
directors from the institutes. TNO and some departments of Fontys are progressing as they have
integrated this into the regular activities of a specialist. At the TUle things are different since a
researcher has to do these kinds of projects in addition to hisl her regular activities. Only the
most curious and fanatic researchers are willing to combine their fulltime job with an SME
project that also needs a lot of attention. Moreover, the rewarding system should also be adapted
since one cannot expect that a researcher or specialist will voluntarily apply for such a project.
The recommendation is that when a knowledge institute hires a new researcher or lecturer a part
of the tasks should be commercially oriented as is the case at the HAS where capacity is not a
problem at all.

2) Clarify the available knowledge within the knowledge institutes
The results from the questionnaire clearly indicate that the clarity of the available knowledge
within knowledge institutes should improve and hence needs some attention. Some suggestions
for increasing the clarity are put forward by the SMEs in the questionnaire:

The most important needs are to gain insight in publications, apprenticeship reports,
bachelorl master thesis, and research reports. This information needs to be made public since
the SMEs also pay taxes for education and have the right to use the available knowiedge.
An overview of all knowledge and disciplines within the knowledge institutes would be very
convenient. This can maybe extended with introducing companies. What is missing are other
foreign universities like TU Darmstadt, Cern Switseriand, Imec Belgium, etc.
Increase the transparency of the knowledge within the institutes and by introducing and
applying blogs, wiki's, and other web 2.0 and enterprise 2.0 processes. In the future this can
be extended to a European list of knowledge present throughout all knowledge institutes in
the European Union.

These commentsl recommendations seem to be a dreamboat although there are possibilities and
especially the enterprise 2.0 or web 2.0 philosophy is a new innovative approach which can
certainly be applied to the knowledge transfer process between SMEs and knowledge institutes.
In the article of Platt (2007, p.2) a definition of is provided as "Web 2.0 is the col!ective
realization that the ability to use the Web to write as wel! as read rich content-combined with
support lor social networking and the rapid spread of broadband access-al!ows people to
interact with the Web, with online content, and with one another}J.

The first step would be to publicize all sorts of knowledge from the knowledge institute after
which further steps for building the web 2.0 approach can be taken.
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7.4 Implementation
The re-design model and the recommendations represent the beginning of an improved process
but needs to be complemented with a practical guideline for implementation. In this way the
intermediary is able to use the results of this research and actuaily integrate them into the
company process. Starting with the re-design model the following actions need to be taken.

Firstly, the re-design model should be communicated towards all employees of the intermediary
and subsequently a meeting should be held to make everyone acquainted with the new way of
working. By sending this report to all employees and explain the differences with the current
model in a presentation the first step is taken. After that every employee should get instructions
about what to communicate to the SMEs and how to do this. The difference between a 'normal'
and a difficult project should be made clear and the company process should be adapted to that.
Furthermore, both the knowledge institutes as weil as the SMEs should be informed about the
role and the limitations from the intermediary and what implications it will have for them.
Maybe a short description of the process could be added to the website or an informative folder
could be send to both the knowledge institute as weil as the SME when starting the first project
via Syntens or UB. The evaluation process can be solved by hiring a student to cal the company
and ask for the required performance indicators. The example evaluation document is depicted in
appendix 16 and can be used as feedback to the intermediary.

Although the recommendations aim for more long-term solutions and cannot be implemented in
a few months, they can be communicated towards the knowledge institutes and hopefully they
win be taken seriously. However, for the intermediary (and therefore also for the SMEs and the
knowledge institutes) it is more important to aim for a better internal process and a clear
communication towards all parties that will enhance the overall satisfaction about the
cooperation process.
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8. Conclusion and Discussion
This final Chapter contains the conclusions about the research, its contribution to academic
literature, its limitations, and some directions for future research.

8. 1 Conclusions of the Research
The conclusions of this research will be described on the basis of the fonnulated research
question and sub questions. The research question is:

Why i's the current know/edge transfer process between SMEs and pub/ic
knowledge instltutes not going weil and how con thls process be improved?

The research questions can be answered by answering the sub questions which will be done in
the following pages.

What are the causes and what is the size of the problems surrounding the cooperation?
The causes for the tough cooperation between SMEs and knowledge institutes are discussed
extensively in the literature review part. All the differences between researcher & entrepreneur
and private & public are discussed. Differences in aims, orientation, focus, time frame, theory
and practice do not support the cooperation. The size of the problem is not exactly known
although it applies to all sorts and types of SMEs. The conclusion from this research, which
corresponds with the expectations before the research, is that the cooperation can and should be
improved.

What are the specific problems during this cooperation?
The most important problems that were extracted from the interviews and questionnaire are the
difficulties in finding a suitable person, the indistinctness of available knowiedge, the opacity of
the intennediary's role in this process, and the differences between SMEs looking for
supplementary knowledge compared with SMEs looking for complementary knowiedge. From
the interviews especially the throughput time, question articulation, lack of capacity with
researchers/ specialists, and the absence of a suitable reward system constitute points for
improvement. Both organizational as weIl as communication issues play a role although the latter
is the most important.

Where do the problems occur?
Most of the problems occur in the beginning of the project when formulating a question,
searching for a specialist, and making the connection. If this first phase is completed
successfully, most of the projects will run fluently. Although all parties can be blamed for certain
mistakes and problems, the most serious problems can be appointed to the knowledge institutes.
To overcome these barriers some recommendations are fonnulated in the preceding pages.

What is the role of the intermediary/ knowledge broker in this process?
The results of the interviews and questionnaire indicate that the role and actIvltIes of the
intennediary are not clear to everyone. That is also the reason for the modest judgments about
the intennediary and the activities they fulfill. Overlooking the whoIe process and considering
the improvement points, the intennediary should operate in the beginning of the cooperation
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process and should stay in the background during the actual project. They should continue their
liaison function including some adjustments to smoothen the relationship between the knowledge
institutes and the SMEs.

What are the needs and desires of the SMEs with respect to this cooperation?
The needs and desires are almost the same as the problems surrounding the knowledge transfer
process. Some propositions are approved and some are not. For example it is not true that most
companies are in need of complementary knowledge as both types of knowledge are required
equally. However, the proposed reasons for cooperation do apply to the SMEs and the need for
cooperation with a knowledge institute is present (even without using vouchers). Furthermore,
the clarity of the available knowledge and the communication towards the SMEs should improve
according to the SMEs.

How (and where) can the knowledge transfer process he improved?
In the preceding Chapter the improvements are shaped by introducing an re-design model for the
entire process from the moment a company poses a question until the end of a project where the
result is transferred to the SME and the evaluation is finished and stored in the system. In
addition, two recommendations for the knowledge institutes are described which are aimed at
finding a specialist faster and improving the clarity and transparency of knowledge within the
knowledge institutes. This is an important step in a better knowledge transfer process between
SMEs and knowledge institutes.

8.2 Contribution ta Academie Literature
Open innovation is a hot item in all kinds of businesses throughout the world. Although open
innovation in the first place emphasized on the larger companies, the rise for the application of
open innovation in SMEs is still going on. Researchers like Prof.Dr. Wim Vanhaverbeke and Dr.
Vareska van de Vrande are looking in to the application of open innovation in SMEs.
Furthermore, the prime minister has introduced a plan to improve the Dutch innovation capacity
for the SMEs and several programs are stimulating innovation in SMEs like the 'MKB-Nijmegen
Innovatie Award ,24 and the 'MKB Innovatie top 100,25.

This research has contributed to a specific aspect of open innovation namely the cooperation
between SMEs and public knowledge institutes which is hardly researched in academic
literature. As described in this report the need for these kinds of relationships is present and
many countries are trying to stimulate this cooperation by introducing all kinds of mechanisms
and incentives.

From the available literature about this topic the propositions were formulated and most of them
seemed to be correct but some are contradicted by the results of the questionnaire. Firstly, it was
hypothesized that the first contact with a knowledge institute mostly occurs via personal
networks which is not the case in this research. Second, the need for complementary knowledge
was thought to be higher than the need for supplementary knowledge although the questionnaire
indicates that both types of knowledge are equally needed by the SMEs. Moreover, the

24 http://www.mkbnijmegen.nUmkbnijmegenJmkb innovatie award
25 http://www.syntens.nUlnnovatietoppers/
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differences between SMEs searching for complementary or supplementary knowledge can be
explained by a difference in their absorptive capacity. This difference has been investigated
earl ier but its application to SMEs and knowledge institutes was not researched before.
Furthermore, the concepts of organizational leaming and alliance capability are approved for
these kinds of relationships. The questiolUlaire indicated a strong effect between experience and
level of satisfaction. Finally, universities were thought to be the most important knowledge
institutes for the SMEs but tumed out to be just as important as universities of applied sciences
and other institutes.

The research also shows that DB and Syntens are both good examples of knowledge brokers that
are performing well and need to be included as an intermediary to guide this process. In this
specific cooperation, the knowledge broker should ftmction as a liaison that is active in
articulating a question and finding the right person at the right knowledge institute and during the
project only acts as a passive controlling player. When improving the process and obtaining
more clarity about the available knowledge (as described in the recommendations) this will
certainly be a successful formula that can be applied in various regions throughout The
Netherlands and maybe in other countries.

8.3 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
lust as every research this research also has its limitations from which some are already
mentioned earlier in this report. These limitations are already described and explained but are
enumerated again for a complete overview:

• Only the Dutch market is included (only Dutch SMEs and knowledge institutes);
• DB serves as point of reference for this research;
• Only companies that have contacted DB before are included;
• The distribution of companies is a bit skewed as the network of DB is centered in the
Eindhoven area.

Apart from the above-mentioned limitations some other limitations are present in this research.
The aim of this research was to capture the needs of the SMEs and to fulfill them by adapting the
process of DB and Syntens. However, maybe the SMEs also need to adapt their thoughts and
organizations to facilitate this relationship. This is an aspect that is not investigated during this
research and may be investigated in the near future.

Next, the sample size is sufficient although it is always desirabie to have a bigger sample size.
Especially when comparing groups (most important knowledge institute, number of executed
projects, branches) the number of respondents was occasionally too limited to draw any
conclusions based on these results. In order to further investigate the differences between the
various branches, more research is needed.

Another limiting factor is the reliability of some results from the questiolUlaire. Some questions
like 'J have difficulties with formulating my knowledge question properly' are not answered
objectively since people do not easily admit that they have difficulties with certain aspects. From
the interviews with the account managers form DB and the specialists from the knowledge
institutes it could be concluded that this is one of the most mentioned problems. However, the
people from the SMEs claim that they do not have a problem with formulating a question and
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hence overestimate their own performance. This overestimation is a phenomenon that occurs
more often in various situations and is interesting to serve as a topic for future research.

One of the assumptions made in this research is that every knowledge question from an SME
automatically leads to a project with a knowledge institute. However, various knowledge
questions can be solved by talking to an entrepreneur or by suggesting other companies or
partners. Since the knowledge transfer process is the main subject of this research the situations
where no project is started are neglected.

Alllimitations are also incentives for future research and both the re-design model as weil as the
recommendations can be elaborated. The fol1owing (practical) questions could all be used for
future research on this topic: How to implement the re-design model within UB and how to
integrate Syntens in the process? How to generalize this model to other places in the
Netherlands? How to organize such a project? How to increase the management attention from
the knowledge institutes with respect to the cooperation with SMEs? How to clarify the available
knowledge within the knowledge institutes and work towards a web 2.0 philosophy?

With respect to the literature surrounding this cooperation there are also more theoretical
directions for future research. It can be investigated why the need for complementary knowledge
equals the need for supplementary knowiedge. Can the differences between companies searching
for either supplementary or complementary knowledge be explained by differences in their
absorptive capacity? The aspects of organizational leaming and alliance capabilities can be
further analyzed for the SMEs after which can be determined how the SMEs can improve these
aspects. In this research the ideal role of the knowledge broker would be to act as a liaison and
aim for the first phase when articulating the question and finding a suited researcher. However, a
more extensive knowledge broker function might also be effective in this cooperation and future
research could test if this is indeed true.

Apart from the limitations and directions for future research this research has really contributed
to the topic of knowledge transfer between SMEs and knowledge institutes in the Netherlands.
The most important aspects of this cooperation process are discussed and some interesting
findings are brought forward. When implementing the re-design model the role of UB can serve
as an example model for guiding and facilitating the cooperation process between the knowledge
institutes and SMEs in many other places in the country and maybe abroad.
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Appendix 1: SME Statistics
The first step to qualify as an SME is to be considered as an enterprise. According to the new
definition, an enterprise is: "any entity engaged in an economie activity, irrespective of its
legal form" (European Commission, 2005, p.12).

The thresholds for SME are the following:
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In the 25 member countries in the EU, there are:
• some 23 million SMEs;
• representing 99% of all EU companies;
• employing around 75 million people.
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Appendix 2: Innovation Vouchers
Ziet u als MKB-ondernemer nieuwe kansen of hebt u ideeën om uw product, productieproces
of dienst te vernieuwen? Denkt u dat kennis van anderen u daarbij kan helpen? Vraag dan
een innovatievoucher aan. Met een innovatievoucher van het Ministerie van Economische
Zaken kunt u kennis inkopen bij een kennisinstelling. Veel innoverende bedrijven hebben
inmiddels succesvol gebruik gemaakt van een innovatievoucher. Ook u kunt als MKB
ondernemer een innovatievoucher aanvragen. Aanvragen is eenvoudig en kost u hooguit vijf
minuten.

Doel
Met de innovatievouchers wil het Ministerie van Economische Zaken MKB-ondernemers
stimuleren om bij de vernieuwing van hun product, productieproces of dienst gebruik te
maken van kennis die aanwezig is bij kennisinstellingen. Er zijn twee soorten
innovatievouchers beschikbaar, te weten kleine en grote innovatievouchers. De kleine
voucher is € 2500 waard. Iedere MKBondernemer kan éénmalig een kleine voucher ter
waarde van € 2500 krijgen. Hiermee wordt de ondernemer gestimuleerd een eerste stap
richting een kennisinstelling te zetten.
De grote voucher is € 7500 waard. Voor deze voucher geldt een verplichte eigen bijdrage van
minimaal een derde deel van de totale projectkosten. De overheid draagt maximal € 5000 bij.
Hiermee kan de ondernemer met een uitgebreider vraagstuk bij de kennisinstelling terecht.
Ondernemers kunnen één keer per jaar een grote voucher krijgen. De grote vouchers mogen
door ondernemers voor een gezamenlijke kennisvraag worden gebundeld tot een maximum
van 10 stuks.



Appendix 3: Mission TUle
Eindhoven University of Technology (TUle) intends to be a research driven, design oriented
university of technology at an international level, with the primary objective of providing
young people with an academic education within the 'engineering science & technology'
domain.

In the field of teaching, the TUle regards it as its task to train engineers (at Master of Science
level) possessing a sound scientific basis and depth of knowiedge, as weIl as the necessary
competences that will enable them to develop successful careers in a wide range of fields and
functions within the community. The university also trains designers (at Professional
Doctorate in Engineering level) and researchers (at Doctor of Philosophy level), as weIl as
first degree teachers in the exact sciences (at Master of Science level). The Bachelor's
programs (BSc) are intended to serve as a basis for further education at Master's level. In
addition, the TUle provides postacademic programs and courses through the TiasNimbas
Business School.

In the research field, the TUle prefers to focus within the 'engineering science & technology'
domain on the specific areas in which it takes or can take a significant role in the international
scientific world, and in which it can make meaningful contributions to the knowledge
intensive industries and other sectors of the community with a high, or rapidly developing,
technology intensity.

In the field of knowledge valorization, the TUle strives to ensure that its research results
are translated into successful innovations and serve as a basis for the creation of new
enterprises. It actively encourages students and staff to opt for entrepreneurship.

The quality of teaching and research must meet high international standards.

The TUle offers its students and staff an international and academic, in other words
intellectuaIly stimulating, study and working environment that will inspire them to broadly
based personal development, to social and cultural engagement and to an entrepreneurial
attitude.

Together with Delft University of Technology and the University of Twente, the TUle forms
the 'Federation of 3 Universities of Technology', or '3TU.Federation'. The coordination and
partnership within the Federation is intended to strengthen the competitive position and
reputation of the Dutch universities of technology at a global level. Each of the three
universities retains its own identity and profile within the Federation.

Profile
Based on the mISSlOn outlined above, the TUle profiles itself as a leading international
university specializing in engineering science & technology, contributing through excellent
teaching and research to progress in the technical sciences, to the development of
technological innovations and as a result tb the growth of welfare and weIl being, both within
its own region (technology & innovation hotspot Eindhoven) and beyond it. In brief, the TUle
profiles itself as the university Where Innovation Starts.

(Source: Annual report 2006,
http://w3.tue.nl/en/the_university/management/facts_and_figures/mission_tue/)



Appendix 4: Company Process of United Brains
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Appendix 5: Interview Questions
Vragenlijst Account Manager

Algemeen
1. Welk instituut vertegenwoordigt u als account manager?
2. In welke discipline/ beroepsveld bent u werkzaam?
3. Hoeveel uur (per week) bent u kwijt aan uw werkzaamheden als account manager?

Proces/ Inhoud
4. Kunt u het aantal aan u toegewezen vragen aan?
5. Wat zijn volgens u bottlenecks of barrières in het proces van vraag tot aan toewijzing aan een

contactpersoon?
6. Wat is volgens u de gemiddelde doorlooptijd van binnenkomst vraag tot aan toewijzing?
7. Als een vraag niet geaccepteerd wordt hoe lang duurt het dan (gemiddeld) om een andere

contactpersoon te vinden?
8. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de uitvoering van het project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
9. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de oplevering van het project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
10. In hoeverre wordt er geëvalueerd en geïnformeerd naar de klanttevredenheid na afsluiting

van het project?

Communicatie
11. Merkt u dat er verschillen zijn tussen ondernemer en onderzoeker, zo ja, welke?
12. Beschouwt u het als een probleem dat een onderzoeker een project niet aan neemt ivm

tij dsgebrek?
13. Hoe vaak komt dit volgens u voor?
14. Beschouwt u het als een probleem dat een onderzoeker een project niet aan neemt ivm het

gemis aan een (financiële of andere) prikkel vanuit de kennisinstelling?
15. Welke onderzoeker schakelt u vaak in en zou ik hem/ haar mogen interviewen?

Organisatie
16. Werkt u met het project registratie (database) systeem van United Brains?
17. Kunt u de juiste informatie vinden en invoeren binnen een accepteerbare tijdslimiet?
18. Staat er volgens u overbodige informatie (of overbodige stappen) in het systeem en welke

informatie is dat dan?
19. Weet u het precieze verschil tussen vraag - projectontwikkeling - project?
20. Heeft u verder nog op- of aanmerkingen mbt het project registratie systeem?

21. Overige opmerkingen of ideeën?



Vragenlijst Deskundige! Uitvoerder

Algemeen
1. Welk instituut vertegenwoordigt u als uitvoerder?
2. In welke discipline! beroepsveld bent u werkzaam?
3. Hoeveel vragen! projecten heeft u via United Brains binnengekregen! behandeld afgelopen

jaar?
4. Bent u bekend met de werkwijze van UB?

Proces/ inhoud
5. Kunt u uw eigen onderzoeksopzet bepalen (vrij) of heeft de ondernemer bepaalde wensen

hierin (vast)? Hoe vaak mag u het zelf bepalen?
6. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de start van het project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe vaak

komt dit voor?
7. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de uitvoering van het project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
8. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de oplevering van het project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
9. In hoeverre wordt er geëvalueerd en geïnformeerd naar de klanttevredenheid na afsluiting

van het project?

Communicatie
10. Merkt u dat er verschillen zijn tussen onderzoeker en ondernemer, zo ja, welke?
11. Wijst u een project wel eens af? Waarom?
12. Wijst u een project wel eens af door tijdsgebrek? Hoe vaak?
13. Wijst u een project wel eens af door het gemis aan een financiële prikkel? Hoe vaak?
14. Wijst u een project wel eens af doordat het (MKB) niet interessant is? Hoe vaak?
15. Als u een project niet wilt! kunt uitvoeren geeft u dat dan meteen door aan UB? Waarom wel

of niet?
16. Merkt u een verschil in verwachtingspatroon tussen onderzoeker en ondernemer, exact of

richtinggevend?
17. Heeft u nog andere opmerkingen over de communicatie tussen de verschillende partijen?

Organisatie
18. Zijn er problemen met het opstellen van offertes zou u willen dat iemand u hierbij helpt?

Misschien UB of een standaard offerte?
19. Wat vindt u van de rol van United Brains in dit proces? Zouden ze meer kunnen doen of

moeten ze juist meer op de achtergrond blijven?

20. Overige opmerkingen of ideeën?



Vragenlijst Syntens adviseur

Algemeen
I. In welke discipline/ beroepsveld bent u werkzaam?
2. Wat zijn uw werkzaamheden als Syntens adviseur en kunt u die verdelen in percentages?

Samenwerking MKB - kennisinstelling
3. Welk percentage van het MKB werkt samen met een kennisinstelling volgens u?
4. Zijn er verschillen tussen de verschillende sectoren (bouw, industrie, chemie, marketing)?
5. Wat voor een soort kennis wordt er meestal gevraagd van de kennisinstellingen (en is het

belangrijkst), supplementair of complementair, percentage?
6. Welke soort kennis wordt het meeste overgebracht tijdens de samenwerking(en is het

belangrijkst), tastbare of ontastbare kennis, percentage?
7. Wat zijn (volgens MKB ondernemers) redenen om niet samen te werken met een

kennisinstelling maar wel met het bedrijfsleven?
8. Wat zouden kennisinstellingen kunnen veranderen om interessanter te worden als partner

voor het MKB?
9. Zit er een verschil tussen de populariteit van de kennisinstellingen? Zo ja, welke instelling

wordt het meeste benaderd?

Projecten
la. Kunt u uw eigen onderzoeksopzet bepalen (vrij) of heeft de ondernemer bepaalde wensen

hierin (vast)? Hoe vaak mag u het zelf bepalen?
11. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de start van een project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe vaak

komt dit voor?
12. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de uitvoering van een project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
13. Ondervindt u problemen tijdens de oplevering van een project, zo ja, welke zijn dit en hoe

vaak komt dit voor?
14. In hoeverre wordt er geëvalueerd en geïnformeerd naar de klanttevredenheid na afsluiting

van het project?

Communicatie
15. Merkt u dat er verschillen zijn tussen onderzoeker en ondernemer, zo ja, welke?
16. Merkt u een verschil in verwachtingspatroon tussen onderzoeker en ondernemer, exact of

richtinggevend?
17. Heeft u nog andere opmerkingen over de communicatie tussen de verschillende partijen?

Organisatie
18. Bent u bekend met de werkwijze van United Brains?
19. Wat vindt u van de rol van United Brains in dit proces? Zouden ze meer kunnen doen of

moeten ze juist meer op de achtergrond blijven?

20. Overige opmerkingen of ideeën?



4) Met welke kennis instelling(en) werkt u samen of heeft u in het verleden samengewerkt?

r ROe

r TNO

r Fontys hogescholen

r TUle
Anders namelijk:

5) Welke kennis instelling is het belangrijkst voor uw bedrijf?

C Roe

C TNO

C Fontys hogescholen

C TUle
Anders namelijk:

6) Deze kennisinstelling is voor mij het belangrijkste omdat. ..

r zij de beste resultaten geven

r zij goed communiceren

r de prijsl kwaliteit verhouding goed is

r zij betrouwbaar zijn

r zij de ex.pert zijn op mijn gebied
Anders namelijk:

7) Hoe vaak heeft u met een kenninstelling samengewerkt?

elkeer

C 2-5 keer

C 6-10 keer

C meer dan 10 keer

8) Hoe vaak is dit contact via United Brains (of een andere intermediair) gegaan?

C I keer

C 2-5 keer

C 6-10 keer

C meer dan 10 keer



9) Bent u bekend met de voucherregeling van Senter Novem?

C Ja

C Nee

10) Heeft uw bedrijf ooit een voucher aangevraagd bij Senter Novem?

C Ja

C Nee

11) Als de voucherregeling stopt zou ik niet meer samenwerken met een kennisinstelling?

C Helemaal mee oneens

COneens

C Neutraal

C Eens

C Helemaal mee eens

De volgende vragen gaan over kennis en kennisinstellingen (J = helemaal mee oneens. 2 =
oneens. 3 =neutraal. 4 = eens. 5 =helemaal mee eens)

12) Ik ben tevreden over het aanbod van kennis binnen de kennis instellingen?

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

13) Ik ben tevreden over de toegankelijkheid van de kennis instellingen?

C1C2C3C4C5

14) Had u behoefte aan meer begeleiding bij het vinden van dejuiste persoon binnen een
kennis instelling?

C Ja

C Nee

IS) Voor mij is het duidelijk welke kennis er aanwezig is binnen de kennisinstellingen?

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

16) Ik ben tevreden over de reactietijd van de kennisinstellingen?

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5



17) De soort kennis die ik meestal nodig heb is ....

C Meer kennis van het onderwerp zelf

C Meer kennis van andere onderwerpen die ermee te maken hebben

18) Na afloop van een project weet ik meestal ...

C Alle details van het project

C Gobaal waar het over ging

C Het resultaat en wat ik ermee kan
Anders namelijk:

In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende redenen om samen te werken? (l =helemaal
mee oneens. 2 =oneens. 3 =neutraal. 4 =eens. 5 =helemaal mee eens)

19) Een lange termijn relatie (> 1 jaar) is voor mij belangrijker dan een korte termijn relatie
met een kennis instelling?

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

20) Door samen te werken heb ik minder kosten dan wanneer ik alleen werk

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

21) Door samen te werken krijg ik meer (en betere) ideeën

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

22) Ik heb de benodigde kennis niet in huis

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

23) Door samen te werken krijg ik sneller resultaat

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

24) Door gebrek aan eigen middelen! personeel is het interessant om samen te werken

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

25) Heeft u nog andere redenenen om samen te werken met een kennis instelling?

C Ja

C Nee

26) Welke redenen zijn dit dan?



In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende stellingen? (l =helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens, 3 =neutraal, 4 = eens, 5 =helemaal mee eens)

27) Ik vind het moeilijk om de juiste persoon voor mijn probleem te vinden

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

28) Ik vind het moeilijk om mijn kennisvraag goed te fonnuleren

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

29) De aanwezige kennis binnen de kennis instelling is niet geschikt voor mijn bedrijf

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

30) Mijn verwachtingen van het project(resultaat) verschillen met die van de kennisinstelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

31) Tijdens een project neemt de kenninstelling niet genoeg contact met me op

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

32) Tijdens een project pas ik mijn opdracht wel eens aan

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

33) Tijdens een project heb ik geen tijd om aanvullende informatie te verstrekken aan de
kennisinstelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

34) De communicatie tijdens een project gaat moeizaam

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

35) Ik vind dat de projecten met de kennisinstellingen te lang duren

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

36) Ik heb geen behoefte aan samenwerking met kennisinstellingen

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

37) Heeft u nog andere redenen om NIET samen te werken met een kennis instelling?

C Ja

C Nee

38) Welke redenen zijn dit dan?



Ik zou meer samenwerken met kennisinstellingen als....... (l =helemaal mee oneens. 2 =
oneens. 3 =neutraal. 4 = eens. 5 =helemaal mee eens)

39) Er zakelijker wordt gehandeld

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

40) Er centrale aanspreekpunten zijn binnen de instelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

41) De praktische toepasbaarheid van de resultaten beter wordt

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

42) De doorlooptijd van een project korter is

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

43) Ik (beter) weet welke kennis er beschikbaar is

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende stellingen? (l =helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens. 3 =neutraal, 4 =eens. 5 == helemaal mee eens)

44) Mijn kennisvraag omvat meestal meerdere disciplines

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

45) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) helpt mij bij het vinden van de juiste
inste11ing/ persoon

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

46) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) begeleidt mij tijdens de samenwerking

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

47) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) helpt mij met de administratieve zaken
van een project

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

48) De kennisinstelling was gemotiveerd om mijn vraag te beantwoorden

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

49) Dankzij de samenwerking weet ik beter wat een kennisinstelling mij kan bieden

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

50) Ik sta open voor een toekomstige samenwerking met deze kennisinstelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5



51) Ik ben tevreden over de prijs! kwaliteit verhouding van deze samenwerking

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

Op deze laatste pagina wordt er gevraagd om uw beoordeling en naar wat algemene
gegevens

52) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de kwaliteit van het resultaat! de oplossing?
(1= slecht, 10= perfect)

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6C 7 C 8 C 9 C 10

53) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bUdrage van de kennisinstelling?
(\ = slecht, 10= perfect)

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6C 7 C 8 C 9 C 10

54) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bijdrage van de intermediair (zoals United Brains of
Syntens)?
(1 = slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C la

55) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bijdrage van u zelf?
(1= slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C la

56) In welke branche is uw bedrijf werkzaam?

C Bouw

C Electra industrie

C Gezondheidszorg

C Handel

C Horeca

C IeT

C Ingenieurs-! adviesbureau

C Kunststof industrie

C Landbouw! agrarisch

C Metaall machine industrie

C Overige industrie

C Transport

C Voedingsmiddelen industrie

C ZakelUke dienstverlening

57) Uit hoeveel werknemers bestaat uw bedrijf (alle vestigingen meegerekend) in totaal?



C }-5

C 6-10

C 11-50

C 51-100

C meer dan 100

58) Als u nog suggesties of ideeën heeft kunt u ze hieronder kwijt.

59) Wilt u op de hoogte gebracht worden van de resultaten van dit onderzoek?

C Ja

C Nee

60) Wilt u uwemailadres hieronder dan invullen aub?



Appendix 6: Categorization of Variables

* Behind every variabie the number of the question in the questionnaire is added.

Organization Communication Content
Amount of past cooperation (4) Priority of network (2) Reasons priority (6)

Priority knowledge institute (5) First contact knowledge institute (3) Supply of knowledge (12)

Awareness of vouchers (9) Setter ideas by cooperating (21 ) Clarity of knowledge (15,43, 49)

Requestofvoucheffi (10) Difficulties in question articulation (28) Needed knowledge (17)

Cooperation without vouchers (11 ) Different expectations (30) Received knowledge (18)

Accessibility knowledge institutes (13) Frequency of contact (31 ) Lack of knowledge (22)

Need for intermediary (14) Distribute additional information (33) Lack of resources (24)

Response time (16) Ouality of communication (34) Appropriateness knowledge (29)

Length of relationship (19) Ouality of business approach (39) Likelihood of changing assignment (32)

Ability to find knowledge (27) Presence of central contact points (40) Applicability of results (41 )

Need for cooperation (36) Awareness of available knowledge (49) Multidisciplinary need (44)

Role of intermediary (45,46,47) Process General
Readiness of future cooperation (50) Number of projects (7) Innovativeness company (1)

Evaluation of parties (52, 53, 54, 55) Number of projects via US (8) Reasons for cooperation (25,26)

Less costs by cooperating (20) Reasons against cooperation (37, 38)

Faster results by cooperating (23) Type of company (56)

Throughput time project (35,42) Size of company (57)

Motivation knowledge institute (48) Commentsl suggestions (58)

Prieel Ouality ratio (51 ) Emailadres (59,60)



Appendix 7: Questionnaire
Wij willen u vriendelijk vragen om deze enquête zo eerlijk en volledig mogelijk in te
vullen om daarmee ons in staat te stellen U in de toekomst (nog) beter van dienst te zijn.
Lees voor het beantwoorden van de vraag eerst de instructies boven elke pagina!

Deze vragen gaan over het contact met de kennisinstellingen en andere partijen

I) In welke mate doet uw bedrijf aan onderzoek en ontwikkeling (R&D) voor het ontwikkelen
of duidelijk verbeteren van producten, diensten of processen?

C Houdt zich persoonlijk bezig met R&D

C Heeft werknemers die zich (eventueel part-time) hiermee bezighouden

C Heeft eigen R&D afdeling

C Houdt zich niet bezig met R&D

2) Als u bedrijfsproblemen heeft of ideeën op wilt doen, bij wie gaat u dan extern als eerste te
rade?

Klant

Concurrent

Kennisinstelling

Ingenieurs-/ adviesbureau

Intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens)

CLeverancier

C

C

C

C

C

Via de BOM (Brabantse Ontwikkelings Maatschappij)

Via NV REDE (Economische Ontwikkelings Maatschappij Regio Eindhoven

Via Syntens

3) Via welke partij heeft u het eerste contact gelegd met een kennisinstelling?

C Via United Brains

C Via Accountant/ belastingadviseur

C Via Branche organisatie

C Via Collega ondernemers

C

C

C

C Via Vrienden! kennissen

C Via Media (vakbladen, internet etc)

C Ik heb zelf contact gelegd met de kennisinstelling



4) Met welke kennis instelling(en) werkt u samen of heeft u in het verleden samengewerkt?

r ROe

r TNO

r Fontys hogescholen

r TUle
Anders namelijk:

5) Welke kennis instelling is het belangrijkst voor uw bedrijf?

C ROe

C TNO

C Fontys hogescholen

C TUle
Anders namelijk:

6) Deze kennisinsteHing is voor mij het belangrijkste omdat. ..
r zij de beste resultaten geven

r zij goed communiceren

r de prijsl kwaliteit verhouding goed is

r zij betrouwbaar zijn

r zij de expert zijn op mijn gebied
Anders namelijk:

7) Hoe vaak heeft u met een kenninstelling samengewerkt?

elkeer

C 2-5 keer

C 6-10 keer

C meer dan 10 keer

8) Hoe vaak is dit contact via United Brains (of een andere intermediair) gegaan?

elkeer

C 2-5 keer

C 6-10 keer

C meer dan 10keer



9) Bent u bekend met de voucherregeling van Senter Novem?

r:: Ja

r:: Nee

10) Heeft uw bedrijf ooit een voucher aangevraagd bij Senter Novem?

r:: Ja

r:: Nee

11) Als de voucherregeling stopt zou ik niet meer samenwerken met een kennis instelling?

r:: Helemaal mee oneens

r:: Oneens

r:: Neutraal

r:: Eens

r:: Helemaal mee eens

De volgende vragen gaan over kennis en kennisinstellingen (l =helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens, 3 =neutraal, 4 = eens, 5 =helemaal mee eens)

12) Ik ben tevreden over het aanbod van kennis binnen de kennis instellingen?

r:: 1 r:: 2 r:: 3 r:: 4 r:: 5

13) Ik ben tevreden over de toegankelijkheid van de kennis instellingen?

r:: 1 r:: 2 r:: 3 r:: 4 r:: 5

14) Had u behoefte aan meer begeleiding bij het vinden van de juiste persoon binnen een
kennisinstelling?

r:: Ja

r:: Nee

15) Voor mij is het duidelijk welke kennis er aanwezig is binnen de kennisinstellingen?

r:: I r:: 2 r:: 3 r:: 4 r:: 5

16) Ik ben tevreden over de reactietijd van de kennisinstellingen?

r:: 1 r:: 2 r:: 3 r:: 4 r:: 5



17) De soort kennis die ik meestal nodig heb is....

C Meer kennis van het onderwerp zelf

C Meer kennis van andere onderwerpen die ermee te maken hebben

18) Na afloop van een project weet ik meestal ...

C Alle details van het project

C Gobaal waar het over ging

C Het resultaat en wat ik ermee kan
Anders namelijk:

In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende redenen om samen te werken? (l = helemaal
mee oneens, 2 = oneens. 3 =neutraal. 4 = eens. 5 =helemaal mee eens)

19) Een lange termijn relatie (> I jaar) is voor mij belangrijker dan een korte termijn relatie
met een kennis instelling?

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C S

20) Door samen te werken heb ik minder kosten dan wanneer ik alleen werk

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C S

21) Door samen te werken krijg ik meer (en betere) ideeën

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C S

22) Ik heb de benodigde kennis niet in huis

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C S

23) Door samen te werken krijg ik sneller resultaat

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C S

24) Door gebrek aan eigen middelen! personeel is het interessant om samen te werken

C )C 2 C 3 C 4 C S

2S) Heeft u nog andere redenenen om samen te werken met een kennis instelling?

C Ja

C Nee

26) Welke redenen zijn dit dan?



In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende stellingen? (l = helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens, 3 = neutraal, 4 = eens, 5 = helemaal mee eens)

27) Ik vind het moeilijk om de juiste persoon voor mijn probleem te vinden

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

28) Ik vind het moeilijk om mijn kennisvraag goed te formuleren

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

29) De aanwezige kennis binnen de kennis instelling is niet geschikt voor mijn bedrijf

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

30) Mijn verwachtingen van het project(resultaat) verschillen met die van de kennisinstel1ing

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

31) Tijdens een project neemt de kenninstel1ing niet genoeg contact met me op

C t C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

32) Tijdens een project pas ik mijn opdracht wel eens aan

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

33) Tijdens een project heb ik geen tijd om aanvullende informatie te verstrekken aan de
kennisinstelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

34) De communicatie tijdens een project gaat moeizaam

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

35) Ik vind dat de projecten met de kennisinstellingen te lang duren

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

36) Ik heb geen behoefte aan samenwerking met kennisinstellingen

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

37) Heeft u nog andere redenen om NIET samen te werken met een kennis instelling?

C Ja

C Nee

38) Welke redenen zijn dit dan?



Ik zou meer samenwerken met kennisinstellingen als (l = helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens, 3 =neutraal, 4 = eens, 5 = helemaal mee eens)

39) Er zakelijker wordt gehandeld

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

40) Er centrale aanspreekpunten zijn binnen de instelling

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

41) De praktische toepasbaarheid van de resultaten beter wordt

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

42) De doorlooptijd van een project korter is

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

43) Ik (beter) weet welke kennis er beschikbaar is

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende stellingen? (l =helemaal mee oneens, 2 =
oneens, 3 =neutraal, 4 = eens, 5 =helemaal mee eens)

44) Mijn kennisvraag omvat meestal meerdere disciplines

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

45) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) helpt mij bij het vinden van de juiste
instelling/ persoon

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

46) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) begeleidt mij tijdens de samenwerking

CIC2C3C4C5

47) Een intermediair (zoals United Brains of Syntens) helpt mij met de administratieve zaken
van een project

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

48) De kennisinstelling was gemotiveerd om mijn vraag te beantwoorden

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

49) Dankzij de samenwerking weet ik beter wat een kennisinstelling mij kan bieden

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

50) Ik sta open voor een toekomstige samenwerking met deze kennisinstelling

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5



Transport

Voedingsmiddelen industrie

51) Ik ben tevreden over de prijst kwaliteit verhouding van deze samenwerking

C IC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5

Op deze laatste pagina wordt er gevraagd om uw beoordeling en naar wat algemene
gegevens

52) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de kwaliteit van het resultaat! de oplossing?
(I = slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C sC 9 C 10

53) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bijdrage van de kennisinstelling?
(I = slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C sC 9 C 10

54) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bijdrage van de intermediair (zoals United Brains of
Syntens)?
(I = slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C sC 9 C 10

55) Welk rapportcijfer geeft u aan de bijdrage van u zelf?
(I = slecht, 10= perfect)

CIC 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C sC 9 C 10

56) In welke branche is uw bedrijf werkzaam?

C Bouw

C Electro industrie

C Gezondheidszorg

C Handel

C Horeca

C ICT

C Ingenieurs-/ adviesbureau

C Kunststof industrie

C Landbouw/ agrarisch

C Metaal/ machine industrie

C Overige industrie

C

C

C Zakelijke dienstverlening

57) Uit hoeveel werknemers bestaat uw bedrijf (alle vestigingen meegerekend) in totaal?



C 1-5

C 6-10

C 11-50

C 51-100

C meer dan 100

58) Als u nog suggesties of ideeën heeft kunt u ze hieronder kwijt.

59) Wilt u op de hoogte gebracht worden van de resultaten van dit onderzoek?

C Ja

C Nee

60) Wilt u uwemailadres hieronder dan invullen aub?



Appendix 8: Summary from the Interview Results

The Account Managers
interviews with 15 people from various knowledge institutes (TNO, ROC, Fontys, TUle);
various disciplines (ICT, (mechanical) engineering, marketing management, chemical
technology);
the first phase (interpreting question and searching for a partner) is the most critical;
average throughput time from receiving question until coupling with knowledge institute
differs a lot from one week to several months;
no procedures conceming evaluation of projects;
inherent differences between entrepreneur and researcher plays a big role;
the people of Fontys consider the lack ofcapacity a problem but the others (ROC, TNO,
TUle) do not consider this a problem;
some kind of reward is missing in many cases;
researchers from the TUle are rewarded on the number of publications and not on their
collaboration with SMEs;
working with the database system can be improved, procedures are missing and the
distinction between phases is not dear.

The Specialists from the Knowledge Institutes
interviews with 10 specialists from various knowledge institutes (ROC, Fontys, TUle);
50% ofthe respondents did not know exactly how United Brains operates and what their
main activities are;
the research design is determined by the specialist in accordance with the entrepreneur;
a wrong fit is the most mentioned reason for rejecting a project;
a difference in expectations is solved in the beginning ofthe project;
United Brains has a good role as intermediary;
The specialists experience no problems with drawing up an offer.

The Innovation Advisors from Syntens
both supplementary as weil as complementary knowledge is demanded;
the majority of the demanded knowledge is explicit! tangible as opposed to implicit!
intangible knowiedge. One advisor stated that "in 90% of all projects the SMEs need
tangible knowledge".
technical companies cooperate more than non-technical companies;
entrepreneur is often disappointed by the end result of a project;
difficult communication due to the fact that entrepreneurs are commercially orientated and
researchers are curious;
the need for the SMEs to cooperate with knowledge institutes is not always present.

Other Interviews
Apart from the direct partners of United Brains and Syntens it may be beneficial to talk to
other knowledge institutes that also engage in the cooperation with SMEs. From interviews
with Syntens advisors it appeared that HAS kennis transfer performs very weil with respect to
the cooperation with agricultural companies and SMEs so it is worthwhile to speak to them.
Furthermore, the Avans university of applied sciences is another big player in The
Netherlands that is interesting to interview.



HAS kennis transfer
they are proactive and approach companies, but also companies can approach them;
HAS kennis transfer is a knowledge company and not a knowledge institute;
very little problems with and during projects -+ average throughput time from question
until project is 2 weeks;
their strength is that they operate in a niche market;
another strength is that they stand both close to the entrepreneur (they know the
developments and specific problems in that branch) as weU as to the knowledge institute;
a big advantage is management attention which is needed to assure capacity and
motivation from people;

Avans university of applied sciences
Onlya smaU part ofthe researchers (20%) is motivated to cooperate with companies as
part of their regular activities;
Some researchers have a relationships with companies and every department has
connections but they are not very structured and known by everybody;
The innovation vouchers are barely used by Avans;



Appendix 9: Factor Analysis
The factor analysis is conducted in different stages according to the book of Hair et al. (2006).
In this research exploratory factor analysis wil! be conducted. The following assumptions
should be met before starting the factor analysis (Hair et al., 2006):

• The data is tested for normality in both a mathematical as well as a graphical way, with
the use of the skewness, kurtosis and the normal probability plot. It appears that the
variables do not exactly follow the normal distribution. However, according to Hair et al.
(2006), a researcher may be Iess concerned about the effects of non-normality when the
sample size is equal to or bigger than 200. This research has a comparable sample size and
therefore no attempt is made in order to make the data normal as factor analysis is able to
deal with this. Furthermore, because the research is based on opinions, some variables are
expected to deviate from anormal distribution.

• A conceptual framework needs to support the assumptions that a structure does exist
before factor analysis is performed. Since the variables in the questionnaire are based on
literature and on interviews there is a conceptual framework underlying this research.

• The sample size must have more observations than variables and the minimum absolute
sample size must be 50 observations (Hair et al, 2006). This sample size fulfils this
requirement as it has far more observations.

• A method that checks whether there is enough correlation is Bartlett's test of sphericity.
The null-hypothesis for this test states that there is no correlation among the variables. As
this test is significant for this dataset, this means that there are enough correlations among
the variables (Hair et al, 2006).

• The last method to check for correlation among the variables is the measure of sample
adequacy (MSA). According to Hair et al, (2006), this measure should be >0.5 before
proceeding factor analysis. The Table below indicates that this condition is met since the
MSA is 0,789.

KMO and Bartlett's Test

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .789

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 2047.510

df 325,000

Sig. .000

The type of factor analysis that is most suited for this research is principal component analysis
since the total variance has to be considered. The next question is how to determine the
number of factors to extract? Hair et al. (2006) provide a few criteria or techniques to answer
this question. When looking at the Latent Root Criterion, the Scree Test Criterion, and the
Percentage of Variance Criterion it becomes clear that 7 factors should be extracted.
Generally, the results of the factor analysis are not very structured so the possibility of
rotating the factor matrix is a useful technique to achieve a simpIer and more meaningful



factor matrix. There are two main rotation methods, oblique rotation and orthogonal rotation.
With orthogonal rotation, the angle between the axes is maintained at 90 degrees, thus
"forcing uncorrelated factors" (Conway et al. 2003, p.152). At oblique factor rotation this
constrained is not applied which allows for correlated factors. As the factors in the analysis
might be slightly correlated (due to the nature of the questionnaire), the orthogonal method is
preferred. In SPSS the Varimax method, which is orthogonal, is used.

The initial factor matrix (including all variables) has to be converted into a usabie factor
matrix with high loadings on one factor. According to Hair et al. (2006), loadings of 0,50 are
considered practically significant and the higher the loading the higher its practical
significance. To come to an optimal structure the following actions should be taken:

• Variables with loadings Iess than 0,50 are excluded;
• Variables that cross-load (significant load on two or more factors) are excluded;
• Variables with communalities that are less than 0,50 are excluded.

Communalities

Initial Extraction

CC1 1,000 ,758

VOU1 1,000 ,763

VOU2 1,000 ,807

PR2 1,000 ,567

PR5 1,000 ,524

RC1 1,000 ,624

RC2 1,000 ,638

RC4 1,000 ,565

RC5 1,000 ,637

PR9 1,000 ,622

IM1 1,000 ,648

IM2 1,000 ,673

IM3 1,000 ,632

IM4 1,000 ,520

RI3 1,000 ,743

RI4 1,000 ,819

RI5 1,000 ,585

PR12 1,000 ,542

PR13 1,000 ,539

PR14 1,000 ,752

PR15 1,000 ,764

RI6 1,000 ,594



CC3 1,000 ,736

PR8 1,000 ,580

FC4 1,000 ,632

FC5 1,000 ,763

Extraction Method: Principal

Component Analysis.

Seree Plot
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Rotated Component Matrixa

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

PR9 ,766

PR14 ,763

PR15 ,747

PR8 ,734

PR13 ,702

PR2 ,692

PR5 ,682

PR12 ,655

RC5 ,788

RC2 ,775

RC1 ,741

RC4 ,687

RI4 ,887

RI3 ,819

RI5 ,723

RI6 ,661

IM2 ,801

IM1 ,767

IM3 ,695

IM4 ,690

VOU2 ,885

VOU1 ,858

CC1 ,853

CC3 ,833

FC5 ,868

FC4 ,699

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.



Appendix 10: Questionnaire Statistics

* The grey area's represent reversal items
* PR: Process I content
* RC: Reasons for cooperation
* RI: Role of the intermediary
* IM: Improvements for knowledge institutes
* VOU: Role of the vouchers
* CC: Company characteristics
* FC: First contact
* PC: Past cooperation
* RCOOP1: Reasons for cooperation
* BA: Barriers for cooperation
* REANC2: Reasons for no cooperation

Question Code Answer Frequency Percentage Mean
1:CC1 :No R&D 20: 10,8:,

:Personal R&D 105: 56,8:,,,
:Employees R&D 33: 17,8:,

I
I I

27: 14,6:I :R&D departmentI
I ,

185: 100,0:, :Total,
2'FC1 :Supplier 59: 31,9:,

16: 8,6::Advise or consultant center, I

13,0::Customer 24:, , I

:Competitor 9: 4,9:, I

:Knowledge Institute 53: 28,6:, ,
:Intermediary 24: 13,0:, ,
:Total 185: 100,0:

3,FC2 :United Brains 32: 17,3:
I , ,
:Accountant 1: 0,5:
I , ,
!Branche organization 4: 2,2:, ,
!Fellow entrepreneurs 9: 4,9:,
:BOM 1: 0,5:, ,
:NV REDE 2: 1,1:, ,
:Syntens 41: 22,2:,
:Friendsl acquaintance 6: 3,2:,
:Media 4: 2,2:

I

:Self 85: 45,9:
I

:Total 185: 100,0:
4 PC1 :NonelOther 34: 19,0:,

!ROC 33: 18,0:
:TNO 63: 34,0:
!Fontys 95: 50,0:
:TU/e 93: 52,0:

5lPC2 !Nonelother 79: 42,7:
:ROC 4: 2,2:,
!TNO 18: 9,7:
:Fontys 45: 24,3:
:TU/e 39: 21,1:
:Total 185: 100,0:

6:FC3 :Results 15,0:, , ,, :Communication 10,0:,,
:Price/quality

,, 18,0:,, , ,, :Expert 36,0:,, , ,,
:Reliable 11,0:,

7:PR1 :Once 50 27,0:,



2-5 times 79: 42,7:,
6-10 times 24: 13,0:,
>10 times 32: 17,3:I

Total 185: 100,0:
8:R11 :Once 146: 78,9:,

:2-5 times 35: 18,9:,,,
:6-10 times 4: 2,2:,, ,, !> 10 times 0: 0,01,, ,,
:Total 185: 100,0:,,

9!VOU1 :No 20: 10,8:
I

:Yes 165: 89,2:,
I I
I

!Total
I

185: 100,0:I I
I I

10!VOU2 :No 50: 27,0:, ,
135: 73,0:, :Yes,, I

185: 100,0:, :TotalI

11:VOU3 :1 ·5 I • 324I •
12:PR2 :1 - 5 i i 3,25, ,
13jpR3 i 1 - 5 I i 2,92I ,
14:R12 :No 85: 45,9:

I , I ,,
:Yes 100: 54,1:,, , , I

I :Total 185: 100,0:,
15:PR4 :1 - 5

, , 2,78, ,
16:PR5 :1 - 5

, ,
2,87, ,

17:PR6 iSupplementary knowledge 92: 49,7i
I , , ,
I :Complementary knowledge 93: 50,3:I, , ,,

:Total 185: 100,0:,
18:PC3 :None! other 22: 11,9:, , ,,

lAU details about the project 36: 19,5:,, ,,
:Global knowledge 44: 23,8:,,,
!Knowledge of the result and its application

, ,
I 83: 44,9:,
I , , ,
I 'Total 185: 100,0:I

19:PR7 1 - 5 i i 3,76I ,
20:RC1 1 - 5

, ,
3,62I ,

21lRC2 1 - 5
, ,

4,08I ,
22:RC3 1 - 5

, I 3,55, ,
23:RC4 1 - 5

, I 3,61, ,
24:RC5 1 - 5

, I 3,99, I

25:RCOOP1 Open
, I, ,

26:RCOOP2 lOpen
, ,, ,

27.FC4 .1 ·5 , • 2,59
28.FC5 .1 - 5 , • 3,27
29·BA1 .1 - 5 • , 3,61
30·BA2 .1 - 5 , • 2,94
31·PR8 .1 ·5 , • 3,14
32·BA3 '1 - 5 , , 2,81
33'BA4 '1 - 5 , , 3,98
34'PR9 '1 - 5 • , 3,29
35'PR10 '1 ·5 • I 2,94
36'BA5 '1 - 5 • • 4,12
37:REANC1 iOpen , ,, ,
38!REANC2 lOpen i ,, ,
39:1M1 :1 - 5 I i 3,15, ,
40:lM2 i 1 - 5 , i 3,28, I

41 :IM3 :1 - 5 , i 3,58, I

42ilM4 !1 - 5 , , 3,39, ,
43!1M5 i1 - 5 , , 3,72, ,
44ipR11 i 1 - 5 i , 3,71I ,
45:R13 :1 - 5 i i 3,21I ,
46:R14 :1 - 5 , , 2,84I I



47:R15 :1 - 5
, I ,

2,76, , ,
48,PR12 ,1 - 5

, • 3,62, , ,
49·PC4 '1 - 5 , • , 3,53
50'PC5 ,1 - 5 I

I
I 4,24I

51'PR13 '1 - 5
, .

3,18I I I

52'PR14 '1 - 10 , , , 6,29,
53'PR15 :1 - 10 , , ,

6,37, ,
54:R16 !1 - 10 , ,

5,98, ,,
55:PR16 :1 - 10 · : 7,04, ,, , ,
56'CC2 :Construction , 8: 4,3:,

iElectra industry 13: 7,0:
:Healthcare 7: 3,8:,, .

5: 2,7::Tradlng ,
:Hotel and Catering Business 1: 0,5:,,

17: 9,2::ICT
I

28: 15,1 iiAdvicel consultancy
:Synthetic industry 11: 5,9i
iAgriculture

, ,
6: 3,2:,

27:
,

:Metall machine industry 14,6:, ,
:Other industry 30: 16,2:, ,
:Transportation/logistics 7: 3,8:, ,
iFood industry 1: 0,5:, ,
IService industry 24: 13,0:, ,
:Total 185: 100,0:

57 CC3 i 1-5 employees 89: 48,1:, , ,,
i6-10 employees 22: 11,9:,, ,,
i 11-50 employees 40: 21,6:,, , ,,
i51-1 00 employees 13: 7,Oi,, ,, :> 100 employees 21: 11.4i,, ,,
:Total • 185: 100,0:, ,

58:IDEAS lOpen · I I
I I ,

59:RESULTS lOpen I , ,
• , I

60:EMAIL .Open
, I

I , ,



Appendix 11: Testing the Propositions

Proposition (Likert scale) Variabie Respondents Mean Std. Deviation t·value Sig. (2-tailed)
SMEs find it hard to formulate a proper question Question formulation 185 3,27 1,199 3,066 0,002
and find the right person/ institute Finding suitable person 185 2,59 1,13 -4,947 0,000

Less costs 185 3,62 1,02 8,287 0,000

Do the reasons for cooperation to increase More and better ideas 185 4,08 0,896 16,407 0,000
Lack of knowledge 185 3,55 1,026 7,308 0,000

innovativeness apply to the SMEs
Faster results 185 3,61 1,032 8,05 0,000
Lack of resources 185 3,99 0,972 13,837 0,000

Questions are often multidisciplinary Multidisciplinairv Question 185 3,71 1,006 9,573 0,000

Clarity of available knowledge within an institute Claritv of knowledoe1 185 2,78 1,121 -2,623 0,009
Clarity of knowledge2 185 3,72 1,115 8,832 0,000

is a problem
Claritv of knowledQe3 185 3,53 0,984 7,324 0,000

Differences between researcher and entrepreneur
Different expectations 185 2,94 1,019 -0,865 0,388

cause differences in expectations

Accessibility and availability of the knowledge Knowledge supply 185 3,25 1,008 3,427 0,001
institutes is sufficient Accessibilitv 185 2,92 1,13 -0,911 O,36~

Long-term relationships are preferred compared
Type of relation 185 3,76 1,082 9,578 0,000

to short-term relationships
Role intermediairyl 185 3,21 1,157 2,415 0,01

The role of the intermediary is considered useful Role intermediairy2 185 2,84 1,064 -2,003 0,04
Role intermediairv3 185 2,76 1,102 -2,935 0,004

The voucher regulation is a successful
Cooperation without vouchers 136 3,24 1,145 2,471 0,015

mechanism in the knowiedoe transfer process

Proposition (Frequencies) Variabie Possibility Frequency Percentage
None/other 79 42,7%

Universities are the most important knowledge ROC 4 2,2°;'

institutes
Most imporant knowledge institute TNO 18 9,7°;'

Fontys 45 24,3°;'
TU/e 39 21,1°;'
None/other 22 11,9°;'

Tacit knowledge is regarded important Acquired knowledge
All details about the project 36 19,5°;'
Global knowledqe 44 23,8°;'
Knowledoe of the result and its application 83 44,9°;'

Especially complemenlary knowledge is needed Type of knowledge
Supplementary knowledge 92 49,7°;'
Complementarv knowledqe 93 50,3%
Uniled Brains 32 17,3"1.
Accountant 1 0,5%
Branche oroanization 4 2,2%
Fellow entrepreneurs 9 4,9°;'

First contact occurs mostly via personal networks
First contact with knowledge institute via.. BOM 1 0,5°;'

or contacts ; NV REDE 2 1,1°;'
Syntens 41 22,2°;'
Friends/ aCQuaintance 6 3,2"1.
Media 4 2,2°;'
Self 85 45,9°;'



Appendix 12: Testing Differences Between Groups
The grey areas represent improvement items so not a high but a low score is the best.

Test with innovativeness:

Report

Number of Need for Number of Future

Innovativeness projects cooperation employees cooperation

No R&D Mean 1,85 3,50 1,75 3,70

N 20 20 20 20

Personal R&D Mean 2,06 4,08 1,73 4,33

N 105 105 105 105

Employees R&D Mean 2,45 4,18 2,82 4,36

N 33 33 33 33

R&D department Mean 2,74 4,67 3,70 4,15

N 27 27 27 27

Total Mean 2,21 4,12 2,22 4,24

N 185 185 185 185

Test Statisticsa,b

Number of Need for Added value of Number of

projects cooperation cooperation employees

Chi-Square 15,157 19,162 11,921 49,565

df 3 3 3 3

Asymp. Sig. ,002 ,000 ,008 ,000

a. Kruskal Wal lis Test

b. Grouping Variabie: Innovativeness



Tests with most important knowled~e mstitute:
Most important Frequency of Throughput time
knowledge contact project1
institute

Application of
results

Glarityof
knowledge2

None/other

ROG

TNO

Fontys

TU/e

Total

Mean
N

Mean
N

Mean
N

Mean
N
Mean
N
Mean
N

2,81
79

3,50
4

3,56
18

3,13
45

3,56
39

3,14
185

Motivation
knowledge

institute

2,71
79

3,50
4

3,33
18

3,20
45

2,85
39

2,94
185

Price/quality ratio

3,73
79

3,25
4

2,89
18

3,69
45

3,49
39

3,58
185

Evaluation of result

3,81
79

3,75
4

2,89
18

3,84
45

3,79
39

3,72
185

Evaluation of
knowledge

institute

None/ other Mean
N

ROG Mean
N

TNO Mean
N

Fontys Mean
N

TU/e Mean
N

Total Mean
N

3,34
79

3,25
4

4,22
18

3,76
45

3,79
39

3,62
185

2,84
79

3,00
4

3,33
18

3,47
45

3,51
39

3,18
185

5,62
79

6,75
4

6,67
18

6,73
45

6,92
39

6,29
185

5,70
79

6,25
4

7,22
18

6,67
45

7,03
39

6,37
185

Test Statisticsa,b

Throughpu Motivation Evaluation of

Frequency ttime Application Clarityof knowledge Price/quality Evaluation knowledge

of contact project1 of results knowledge2 institute ratio of result institute

Chi-8quare 13,635 9,866 9,610 11,293 12,381 17,426 10,215 12,692

df 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Asymp.8ig. ,009 ,043 ,048 ,023 ,015 ,002 ,037 ,013

a. Kruskal Wallis Test

b. Grouping Variabie: Most important knowledge

institute



Tests with first contact via... :

First contact Number Voucher Need for Type of Type of Finding Ouesti
with of request intermediary knowledge relation suitable on
knowledge projects person formuia
institute tion
United Brains Mean 1,75 0,56 0,69 1,56 3,81 2,16 3,22

N 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
Syntens Mean 2,02 0,93 0,54 1,61 3,27 2,20 2,93

N 41 41 41 41 41 41 41
Self Mean 2,42 0,71 0,51 1,39 3,98 2,91 3,54

N 85 85 85 85 85 85 85
Central Clarityof Role Role Evaluatio Evaluation ol

entrance knowledge intermediairy intermediairy n of intermediary
2 1 2 result

United Brains Mean 3,63 4,25 3,75 3,13 6,28 6,31
N 32 32 32 32 32 32

Syntens Mean 3,02 3,68 3,59 3,20 5,73 6,46
N 41 41 41 41 41 41

Self Mean 3,19 3,49 2,86 2,59 6,45 5,66
N 85 85 85 85 85 85,-

Number of Voucher Type ol Need lor Type ol Finding suitable Ouestion
projects request knowledge intermediary relation person lormulation

Chi-Square 10,65 12,90 6,46 3,12 10,77 15,28 7,90
df 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Asymp. Sig. 0,00 0,00 0,04 0,21 0,00 0,00 0,02

Central Clarityof Role Role Evaluation Evaluation ol
entrance knowledge2 intermediairy1 intermediairy2 of result intermediary

Chi-Square 6,10 9,80 20,87 11,29 6,09 5,72
df 2 2 2 2 2 2
Asymp. Siq. 0,05 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,05 0,06

a. Kruskal Wallis Test

b. Grouping Variabie: lirst

contact with knowledge

institute



Tests with number of projects done:

Number of projects Innovativen Knowledge Accessibility Clarityof Finding suitable
ess supplv knowledqe1 person

Once Mean 2,02 2,94 2,66 2,4 2,14
N 50 50 50 50 50

2-5 times Mean 2,35 3,30 2,78 2,87 2,58
N 79 79 79 79 79

6-10 times Mean 2,71 3,25 3,04 2,96 2,83
N 24 24 24 24 24

more than 10 times Mean 2,66 3,63 3,59 3,03 3,13
N 32 32 32 32 32

Total Mean 2,36 3,25 2,92 2,78 2,59
N 185 185 185 185 185

Different Frequency of Communicati Application of Clarityof
expectation contact on results knowledge2

s
Once Mean 2,68 2,76 2,96 3,94 4,18

I\J 50 50 50 50 50

2-5 times Mean 2,96 3,18 3,29 3,44 3,68
N 79 79 79 79 79

6-10 times Mean 2,88 3,17 3,46 3,46 3,38
N 24 24 24 24 24

more than 10 times Mean 3,31 3,59 3,66 3,44 I' 3,38
N 32 32 32 32 32

Total Mean 2,94 3,14 3,29 3,58 3,72
N 185 185 185 185 185

Motivation Clarityof Evaluation of Evaluation of Number of
knowledge knowledge3 result knowledge employees

institute institute

Once Mean 3,28 3,18 5,24 5,22 1,88
N 50 50 50 50 50

2-5 times Mean 3,61 3,61 6,48 6,62 2,14

N 79 79 79 79 79

6-10 times Mean 3,88 3,67 6,58 6,50 2,50
N 24 24 24 24 24

more than 10 times l'v1ean 4,00 3,78 7,25 7,47 2,72

N 32 32 32 32 32

Total Mean 3,62 3,53 6,29 6,37 2,22

N 185 185 185 185 185

Test Statisticss,b

Knowledge Clarityof Finding suitable Different Frequency

Innovativeness supply Accessibility knowledge1 person expectations of contact

Chi-8quare 15,360 8,425 14,980 7,917 16,132 8,088 9,145

df 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Asymp.8ig. ,002 ,038 ,002 ,048 ,001 ,044 ,027

a. Kruskal Wallis Test

b. Grouping Variabie: Number of projects



Test Statisticsa,b

Motivation Evaluation of

Communicatio Application Clarityof knowledge Clarityof Evaluation of knowledge Number of

n of results knowledge2 institute knowledge3 result institute employees

Chi-Square 8,440 9,214 14,514 8,545 7,861 22,447 31,555 8,956

df 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Asymp. Sig. ,038 ,027 ,002 ,036 ,049 ,000 ,000 ,030

a. Kruskal Wallis Test

b. Grouping Variabie: Number of projects

Tests with voucher requests:

Report

Number of

projects via Number of

Voucher request United Brains employees

No Mean 1,06 2,68

N 50 50

Yes Mean 1,30 2,04

N 135 135

Total Mean 1,23 2,22

N 185 185

Test Statisticsa

Number of

projects via Number of

United Brains employees

Mann-Whitney U 2600,500 2695,000

Wilcoxon W 3875,500 11875,000

Z -3,380 -2,247

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,025

a. Grouping Variabie: Voucher request

I ddkfType 0 requeste now e l~e:

Type of knowledge Cooperation Need for More and Question
without intermediary better ideas formulation

vouchers
Supplementary

3,46 0,46 3,95 3,52
knowledge Mean

N 68 92 92 92
Complementary

3,03 0,62 4,22 3,02knowledge Mean
N 68 93 93 93

Total Mean 3,24 0,54 4,08 3,27



N 136 185 185 185
Multidisciplinairy Role Evaluation Number of

question intermediairy2 of employees
intermediary

Supplementary
3,53 2,65 5,63 2,45

knowledge Mean
N 92 92 92 92

Complementary
3,88 3,03 6,33 1,99

knowledge Mean
N 93 93 93 93

Total Mean 3,71 2,84 5,98 2,22

N 185 185 185 185

Test Statistics8

Cooperation Evaluation

without Need for More and Question Multidisciplinai Role of Number of

vouchers intermediary beller ideas formulation ry question intermediairy2 intermediary employees

Mann-Whitney U 1820,000 3563,000 3558,000 3367,000 3538,500 3442,000 3469,000 3495,500

Wilcoxon W 4166,000 7841,000 7836,000 7738,000 7816,500 7720,000 7747,000 7866,500

Z -2,234 -2,275 -2,123 -2,579 -2,159 -2,386 -2,263 -2,297

Asymp. Sig. (2-
,025 ,023 ,034 ,010 ,031 ,017 ,024 ,022

tailed)

a. Grouping Variabie: Type of knowledge

Type of companies:

Report

Price/quality Evaluation of Evaluation of Evaluation of

Branche ratio result knowledge institute intermediary

Healthcare Mean 4,14 6,86 7,71 7,43

N 7 7 7 7

Electro industry Mean 3,31 6,92 6,92 5,85

N 13 13 13 13

Advice/ consultancy Mean 3,14 6,75 6,64 6,00

N 28 28 28 28

Other industry Mean 3,33 6,60 6,80 6,17

N 30 30 30 30

Synthetic industry Mean 3,18 6,55 6,73 5,91

N 11 11 11 11

Agriculture Mean 3,33 6,33 6,50 6,67

N 6 6 6 6



Metal/ machine industry Mean 3,22 6,41 6,44 5,85

N 27 27 27 27

Construction Mean 3,12 6,25 6,12 5,75

N 8 8 8 8

Transportation/ logistics Mean 2,86 6,00 6,00 5,29

N 7 7 7 7

ICT Mean 3,00 5,94 5,65 4,94

N 17 17 17 17

Service industry Mean 2,96 5,33 5,50 6,12

N 24 24 24 24

Trading Mean 2,80 4,80 5,00 6,20

N 5 5 5 5

Total Mean 3,18 6,29 6,37 5,98

N 185 185 185 185

Branche * Type of knowledge Crosstabulation

I Type of knowledge

Supplementary Complementary

knowledge knowledge Total

Branche Construction 3 5 8

Electro industry 10 3 13

Healthcare 2 5 7

Trading 2 3 5

ICT 13 4 17

Advice/ consultancy 17 11 28

Synthetic industry 7 4 11

Agriculture 1 5 6

Metal/ machine industry 11 16 27

Other industry 14 16 30

Transportation/logistics 1 6 7

Service industry 10 14 24

Total 92 93 185

Test with size of company:
No significant effects



Appendix 13: Open-ended Questions

De oekozen kennisinslellina is hel belanarïksle omdal... Redenen om niel samen Ie werken
ze reageren andere bedrijfscultuur projectmalig werken belemmert soms exploratief onlwikkelen
Vertrouwen beslissingsbevoegdheid betrokkenen niel altijd ol laat duidelijk· belrouwbaarheid van toezeggingen

soms laag
betrouwbaar De kennisinstellingFontys is niel ondernemers gericht. Het zijn ambtenaren die ook op die manier

werken. Geen bevolgenheid. geen kennis van zaken en geen gevole bij de ondernemers. eigenlijk zijn
ze helemaalniet geschikl om als kennisinstelling Ie functioneren omdal ze niet commercieel zijn.
Daarnaast werken ze mei studenten die geen kennis genoeg hebben om iedereen Ie begeleiden. Te
jong geen ervaring. AI met al heb ik nu 2 projecten gedaan die Ik waarschijnlijk over een paar
maanden weg kan gooien als er niet snel verbeteringen worden doorgevoerd.

veelzijdig zijn Ik werk primair niel zelf samen met een kennisinsteiling. de lechnostarter doet dal.lrlnlrlnAlle vragen
die Ik niet kan beoordelen met in neutraal (geen mening) nr. 3 ingevuld. Als gezegd; misschien is de
enquete niet voor miJ bedoeld.

capaciteil bieden je kunt geen harde alspraken maken mei een hogeschool zoals mei een parJiculier/commercieel
projectbureau.

dichlbij zilten en goed werk leveren Hel is Ie duur voor mkb·bedrijven. zeker als de uilkomst onzeker is.
zij leiden jonge mensen voor onze seclor op en houden de ontwikkelingen bij Het lukl gewoon niet om op een normale manier met een kennisinstelling in conctact te komen. We

hebben ze allemaal geprobeerd Ie benaderen. We hebben 't zeil geprobeerd en via Syntens.
Resultaat: nul komma nul. Niemand komt uit z'n ivoren toren. Er is niets geslarl. niets ontwikkeld en
de voucher is door ons uileindelijk weggegooid. Kortom: zonde van al onze lijd en kosten!!!

aanvullende kennis hebben sommige inslellingen zijn erg moeilijk toegankelijk, zelfs als je de juiste medewerker Ie pakken hebI.
vaak snappen ze de lunclie van een voucher niet en komt men moeizaam uit de slartblokken.

kennis en praktijk kunnen combineren Gebrek aan continuiteil. vaak zijn de mensen die aan een project gewerkt hebben na dit projecl
verdwenen.

dit vaak jonge gemotiveerde mensen zijn de opgedane ervaring via de voucher was zeer 'slap'.
slagiairs hebben Kennisniveau valt vaak legen.\rln80 % van de projeclkoslen gaan zillen in het schrijven van

rapporlen, slechts 20 % \\\\\\\"elfectiel\\\\\\\"
geven de jUiste opleiding Te duur. niet praklisch genoeg, te exolisch geinleresseerd, wellichl Ie arroganl.
Op dil moment hel belangrijkste projecl doen weinig kennrs en ervaring mei de praktijk
Zij zijn projeclleider in een project waarin wij participeren Onvoldoende commerciele inslelling, Ie vrijblijvend.
zij een programma bieden dat In miJn huidige behoelte voorziel Ik voel mIj opgelicht door TNO. TNO heeft de Voucher geincaseerd en bovendien een rekenrng

gesluurd. Hel advies was nauwelijks advies Ie noemen. Schandalig.
direclloegangkelilk zijn Ik heb twee pogingen gedaan om een kleine voucher na Iwee gesprekken met Syntens te besleden

voor een marklonderzoek via de universileit en een andere hogeschool dan Fonlys en dit is dood
gelopen. Gebrekkige inlerne communicatie e.d. Over hel grote voucheronderzoek van Fontys ben ik
wel tevreden.

dichtbij Mijn eNaring mei Fonlys is uilermale slecht. Voordal iemand conlact opneemt hebben we de
problemen zeil al opgelosl. Aangedragen oplossingen Zijn de oplossingen die we zeil hebben
voorgesteld.

zij gekoppeld zijn aan subsidie vertrouwen, ( niet voor mij) maar ik kan me voors lellen dal ntelledereen hun project wil vertellen in
een vroeg sladium -

Na afloop van een proiect weel ik..... Kosten, eigendomsrechlen
weten zjj meer en ik nog niets bescherming IPR
project niel algemaakt omdat ik onjuISt ben voorgelicht ze weten vaak niel kenniS Ie koppelen aan behoeften, ze hebben ook geen idee wat voor kennis ze in

huis hebben en ze zijn lotaal inelficienl bv gemiddeld EO extreem laag
helemaal niels slechle ervanng bij de samenwerking
ik snap er nog steeds niks van .. draagvlak voor hel doen van onderzoek voor externe partijen is laag
Hier zou ik zeggen dal dat bij de diverse TU's afhangt van hoe goed dat de De eerste de besle keer is de matching mislukt (het ROe was ons \\\\\\\'vergeten\\\\\\\'), dus dat nodigt
vraagstelling a!hankt van de persoonlijke hobby van de bet rellende niet uit om hel nogmaals te doen.
wetenschapper. Wetenschappers Willen hun funding voor hun hobby (hun
wetenschapsvraagjen zijn doorgaans weinig gernteresseert in wal de klant wil.ls
er een goede match is wat er wordt afgeleverd doorgaans van een hog niveau,
is de malch minder goed dan is het ook veel moeilijker om tot een goed
resultaat te komen. Hebben we hel over HBO'ers is het resultaal zO goed als de
qualiteit aan begeleiding welke men zelf kan invesleren.

dal er weer een vervolgtraject aan vast zil Ze nemen geen contact op, alleen voor een enquete.
heb ik iets geleerd, wat ik vervolgens moel kunnen toepassen Zoals reeds vermeld: 1 kan hel voorkomen dat mijn gewenste output niet goed maIchen mei de

wetenschaos vraaen van de kennis inslellina. 2. Er is onvoldoende tïd voor beqeleidinq
meeslal is de aanoeleverde kennis onder de maal Ideeën en oomerkinaen
Redenen voor samenwerking Moeilijkheid blijft dat mijn perceptie is dat kennisinstellingen mijn kennisbehoefte niet serieus nemen.

De schijnbare kleine schaal waarop WIj werken en de bijzondere aard van de vraag lijken een
obstakel. In mijn viSie blijken wetenschappers niet geinteresseerd in alledaagse, innovatie
oplossingen. Wel Ie begrijpen, want dat is veel minder eervol dan fuluriSlische hoogtechnologie.
"Door perspectiel vanuit Ie hoge torens zie Ie veel personen over hel hoofd". Een heel ander aspect
is de onduidelijkheid van linanclele kweslies. Welke koslen gaan gepaard mei inkopen van kennis.
Hoe kun je die koslen minmaliseren door in de aanvang risicos Ie spreiden? Dat geldl zeker voor
kleinere kennisbehoeftige designbureaus zoals het mijne.

Samenwerking met een kennisinstelling geeft een professionele uitslraling. Het wal verschikkelijk is is de hoeveelheid papierwerk die samenvalt mei onderzoek, subsidies en
maakt voor klanten duidelijk dal wij serieus met de malerie bezit zijn en daarbij bedrijven zoals senter novum. dil in hel algemeen en niel in hel bijzonder van de vouchers.
de laatste wetenschappelijke ,nzichten gebruiken.
1 een onalhankelljk kijk op de zaak 2 mijn projecten worden door derden veel Op vele univiversiteiten en andere opleidings en onderzoeksinslellingen ligl een schal aan inlormat.e
meer serieus genomen opgeslagen in de vorm van publicalies, maar ook in de vorm van niet gepubliceerde zaken zoals

aJsludeer·, onderzoeksrapponen en stagiareversJagen. Als onlwikkelingsbedrijt zouden wij (en velen
meI ons) graag inzage willen hebben in een opsommingloverzichl van alle tilels van bovengenoemde
"verborgen" kennis om Ie voorkomen dat mogelijkerwilS het wiel opnieuw wordt uitgevonden. Deze
nog niel beslaande lijst zou dan wet gekoppeld moeten zijn mei alle insliluien in Nederland. ol ,nog
beter, in Europa. Bovendien zou deze online beschikbaar en openbaar moelen zijn, immers de
belastingbetaler (waaronder MKB) betaalt indirect mee aan de opleidingen en aldus ook aan
bovenslaande "verbo,gen" kennisopbouw.



De kennis instellingen komen op dit manier in aanraking met de praktijk en weten De enquete die ik Ingevuid heb is niet representatief voor uw onderzoek; wij hebben wel conlact
dus beter wat de behoel!e van morgen is. gehad met united brains maar hebben verder geen project gedaan. We hadden alleen cOnlact

opgenomen om te inventariseren welke instellingen ons konden helpen met een innovatievraag als wij
de aangevraagde voucher toegekend zouden krijgen. Maar deze werd niet toegekend; dus konden
we niets beginnen. Mijn advies is dus om deze specifieke ingevulde enquete niet te behandelen. Het
was lastig invunen omdat de mogelijkheid 'niet van toepassing' er niet in slond, dus meeslal heb ik
neulraal ingevuld. Verder hebben we bij het zelf inventariseren van instellingen zeer weinig inttiatiet
bemerkt voor het meewerken met projecten in hel kader van een kennisvoucher. Misschien had dat
ook Ie maken met onze seclor; een praktisch adviesbureau in de bosbouw is niet iets wat op grote
schaal voorkomI in nederland. Als klein bureu hebben we nu eenmaal geen budget om op eigen
kracht een innovalieproject op Ie zelten en we zijn daarbij ook nog eens topi athankelijk van het
slagen van het project van de directe spelers in het werkveld. Voorlopig is de innovatie ism kennisinst

Is ook voor eigen medewerkers en relaties stimulerend en inspirerend pragmalischer; meer medewerking en meedenken met ontwikkelaar; minder vergaderingen, dUidelijk
afspreken wie de rechten heel!

Beschikbaarheid meet en teslmogefijkheden Verbeter vooral de communicatie tussen kennisinstelling en MKB bedrijf. Ik heb Hogeschool Utrecht
en Universiteit Ulrecht als slechte communicatoren ervaren. Mail werd niet beantwoord, bleet soms te
lang liggen, men kon mij niet met de juiste persoon en aldeling in contact brengen e.d. Fontys vormt
hierop een positieve uitzondering, vandaar dat de negatieve scores in dit onderzoek betrekking
hebben op de mislukte besteding van de kleine voucher.

kennis maken met studenten en studenlen een praktijkprobleem bieden graag zie ik cardio fitness apparatuur, gekoppeld aan computerspel waarbij je de ideale harlslag
ingeef eb zo kun je levels halen en groeien in het spel. Graag aan internetspellen. waarom: ik werk
met kinderen met leer en gedragsproblemen (AOHD en AUTISME) vaak zijn juist deze kinderen graag
aan het werk met een computer ik wil; ze motiveren lot gezonde sport.

Kennisinstelling gaat als backup functioneren als kennisexpert in een te starten
samenwerking met een externe partner

Laat die bemiddeling maar zilten. Ga voor veel meer Iransparatie en hetloepassen van blogs, wiki's
en andere web2.0 en enterprise2,0 processen in de maatschappij. dan komt de link vanzelf lol stand.
Zolang kennis instellingen zo gesloten zijn, doordat ze niel bloggen, geen kennis publiceren op wiki's,
worden ze niet gevonden, omdat ze niet gevonden willen worden door domme MKB'ers met domme
vragen. Door veel meer transparanlie vanuit de kennsi instellingen, mei een enterprise 2.0 aanpak,
begin met bloggen vanuit de kennis inslellingen, worden de juiste mensen vanzelf gevonden en links
gelegd, Met de diepgang die het MKB vraagt. Er zit veel zelforganisatie in de enlerprise 2.0 aanpak,
zie hllp:ltwww.volkskrantblog.nVberichV200276 Eigenlijk zouden de untted brains mensen, en die van
andere intermediairs, vooral moeten btoggen over wat ze aan beschikbare kennis zien bij de kennis
instellingen. En in hun blogs schrijven over de mogelijkheden van die kennis in de maalschappij.

Ik heb ondervonden dat het vrijwel onmogelijk is om een afstudeerstudenl van de TU te krijgen. De
HTS lukl uitstekend. Ook een onderzoeksvraag krijgt bij de TU nauwlijks aandacht, tenzij je ASML
heel ol zo.

Waardes enquete wilken al. Project is n,et doorgegaan ivm keunngen die niet in NL kunnen en mogen
plaals vinden. Hel risico werd hierdoor te groot.
De bedoeling is niet bij alle vragen geheel duidelijk; lijkt me zinvol om de vragen voortaan iets
u,tgebreider én vooral éénduidig te stellen
Ik heb geprobeerd een onderzoek, opdracht uit te besteden bij TNO. Lopende dil proces en met de
beschikbare middelen, de voucher moest ik concluderen dat hel uitbesteden niet zoveel zin had, De
voucher waarde zou opgaan aan de inwerkperiode om hel probleem duidelijk te stellen, aan
vooronderzoek. Deze problematiek was binnen ons bednjl geheel duidelijk. We hebben het uiteindelijk
zelf aangepakt. Voor ons bedrijf zou hel welkom ziln wanneer we een voucher zouden kunnen
gebnuiken voor hel uil besteden van een opdracht bij een bedrijf met de benodigde ervaring.

Evenlueel gezamelijk publiceren, maar dal blijkt moeilijk

Het via Uniled Brains aanbevolen bedrijf gaf geen kennisintormatie, hield zich niet aan een afspraak
en gedroeg zich onbehoorlijk

Ik heb met 2 hogescholen slechte ervaringen en heb als gevolg h4ervan enkele De eerste kennismaking was niet bepaald succesvol
vouchers (moeten) laten verlopen. Ik ben zeer wantrouwend geworden t.a.v. hel
inschakelen van kennisinslellingen. Klagen bij o.a. Senler/Novem heel! geen
enkele zin
je kunt niet overal specialist in zijn. vreemde ogen geven vaak een Irisse kijk
op zaken.

leverancier huisvesting en laboratorium faCiliteiten

Opbouwen netwerk, in conlact komen met gelijkgezinde wetenscheppers
luitvoerderslmedewrkers van de technologie waarmee men bezig is
Voor heel specifieke onderzoeken waar wij de toestellen niel voor beschikken

samenwerking is compiementair mei eigen expertise
het is een goede manier om te spiegelen, loetsen of we goed bezig zijn.

Tussentijdse rapportage bij onderzoek is gewenst.
Een combinalieopdrachl (indien een kennisvoucher van loepassing is), zou een uilkomst zijn.
Bijvoorbeeld bij de ontwikketing van een nieuw product, zijn er immers niel alleen vraagslukken mbt
lOl techniek maar zeker ook met betrekking tol haalbaarheid en bedrijleconomische aspecten.

klankborden, advies Zowel door synlens als door Fontys dient voor aanvang van een project duidelijk en open
gecommuniceerd Ie worden wal wordt aangeboden. Nu werd vooral de nadruk gelegd op de subsidie
middels de innovalievouchers, en bleek tildens hetlrajecl pas dat de verkeerde keuze was gemaakt.
United Brains heel! bij het project geen rol gespeeld, zij hebben uilsluitend het voucher onlvangen.
Hopelijk kan dil onderzoek eraan bijdragen dat er in de toekomst verbetering in komt.

verbeteringen van gereedschap vernieuwing van soflware

Informatie van verschillende deskundigen wordt sneller gevonden waardoor
ontwikkeling in een kortere tijd mogelijk is

Twee weten meer dan een, kennis instellingen zijn vaak opgeleid en goed
bijgeschoold iets wal in deze snel wilzigende industrieën essenlieel is.

netwerkingangen indirecte aquisttie

·Netwerkfunctie. ·misschien weten ze evt. regelenen -misschien weten anderen
soort gelijke projeclen " juiste mensen

Door samenwerking met kennisinslellingen kom ik in conlact mei andere
nelwerken ( die van de kennisinstellingen )
Elkaar versterken, intervisie = leren van en met elkaar, innoverend vermogen
verbeteren, samenwerken en ondernemerschap op een hoger plan brengen.

Te weinig praktisch, laat de medewerkers van bedrijven eens wal meer naar de TU komen. Geen
onbijtsessies met prolessoren, Ie hoogdrempelig. Maak een duidelijker onderscheid tussen Innovalion
Lab, TU en Uniled Brains. Wat is hel verschil van toegevoegde waarde lussen IL en UB? Ga zelf een
op bezoek bij "klanten"
Totale mislukking. Kennisinstelling doel kennelijk niets voordal ze de voucher in henden hebben. Er is
dan dus ook niet mee Ie communiceren. Verder kunnen ze voor de waarde van een voucher hoogu~
een stagia" een dag inzeilen. Kortom: een belachelijke tariefstelling. Wanneer wij naar onze klanten
een tarief hanteren van 50 euro per uur, komt een kennisinstelling doodleuk mei een bedrag van 2500
euro per dag.
dOOf de kennisinstellingen wordt soms weinig rekening gehouden met hel feit dat er ook nog geld
verdient moet worden door het bed"lf en dat men niet alles kan atstemmen op de kennismstelling
(aanpassingsvermogen)en hun interne processen
Mogelijk kan er inzicht worden gegeven in welke prijecten Brains bezig is zocat er mogel~k kruis
verbanden kunnen ontstaan
Ik denk dat u,na hel lezen van deze enquete mede vanwege de vraagstelling en beperkingen bij de
antwoording(bv een antwoord per vraag voor alle kennisinslellingen) geen goed beeld krijgt van mijn
bedrijf mijn noden en waardering mbt de diverse kennisinslellingen. Ook kan men de diverse
kennisinstellingen niet over een kam scheren.
Er voor zorgen dat gedurende hel samenwerking trajecl er geen personeels wisselingen plaats
vinden.Oilleverd ongewenste vertragingen opl
De voucher is een beetje wassenneus. Uiteindelijk blijkl dat er toch een groot gedeelte uit eigen zak
moel komen van hel zogenaamde voucher bedrag, Daarbij Zijn de prijzen van een kennisinslelling
dusdanig hoog dal hel geld al snel op is.



Appendix 14: Re-design Model tor Intermediaryl Knowledge Broker
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Appendix 15: Re-design Model tor Knowledge Institute and SME
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Appendix 16: Evaluation Form tor United Brains

Evaluatie vragen

Vraaa Variabele Omschrijving vraag Antwoordmoaeliikheid Antwoord:
1. Rol United Brains Was het voor u duidelijk wat de rol van United Brains was bij dit project? Rapportcijfer 1-10
2. Bereikbaarheid Bent u tevreden over de bereikbaarheid van United Brains wanneer u ze nodig had? Rapportcijfer 1-10
3. Responstijd Bent u tevreden over de responstijd van United Brains nadat u uw vraag heeft gesteld? Rapportcijfer 1-1 0
4. Doorlooptijd Bent u tevreden over de doorlooptijd van het project? Rapportcijfer 1-1 0
5. Communicatie Bent u tevreden over de communicatie tussen u, United Brains en de kennisinstelling tijdens het project? Rapportcijfer 1-10
6. Eindresultaat Bent u tevreden over het eindresultaat van dit project? Rapportcijfer 1-10
7. Bijdrage kennisinstelling Bent u tevreden over de bijdrage van de kennisinstelling tijdens dit project? Rapportcijfer 1-10
8. Bijdrage United Brains Bent u tevreden over de bijdrage van United Brains tijdens dit project? Rapportcijfer 1-1 0
9. Verbeteringen Wat zou er volgens u verbeterd kunnen worden in dit samenwerkingsverband? Open
10. Overige opmerkingen Heeft u nog overige opmerkingen, suggesties of ideeën? Open

Evaluatie formulier

Bedrijfs naam Contactpersoon Project naam Project nummer Kennisinstelling Datum 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
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